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Bologna Cultural Walking Tour

Meet clients under the Vault of Palazzo del Podestà. Introduction of the tour to the
participants. Walking tour outside and inside the most important and historic
buildings of the city centre, either civil or religious architectures. The clients will have
an indepth into the Bolognese culture ...

Price: 148,65 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=102303P1

Bologna Tour of Must-See Attractions with Local Top Rated Guide

Join this 3 hours private walking tour  and  discover Bologna with a local and
professional private guide.Are you interested in art and history? You will love visiting
Piazza Maggiore which includes the palaces destined for public administrative
purposes (Palazzo del Podestà, Palazzo di Re Enzo and ...

Price: 158,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=106631P18

Small-Group Bologna Tour of City Highlights with Top-Rated Local Guide

During this 2.5 hours small group tour 8 up to 14 people) you will discover all the
sides of Bologna, art and history, impressive buildings and narrow alleys, stylish
shops and vintage markets. Our fully licensed English-speaking tour guide will meet
you just in the city center and together you ...

Price: 79,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=106631P91
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Bologna Food Tour with Wine Tasting & Guided Sightseeing of Top Attractions

Meet our English-speaking tour guide and wander the city admiring the impressive
buildings and narrow alleys while tasting the most superb dishes of the Bolognese
cousine! Have you ever heard of tortellini, lasagna, mortadella, piadina, parmigiano?
Here you will taste all of them and much more.Our ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=106631P94

Photo Diary in the heart of Florence

Do you think of moments you would like to last forever?A family trip, a honeymoon, a
wedding proposal, your first trip together? Well, I can tell you my secret. There is a
"magic formula" that we call photography and using it we can freeze these moments
into time together.Let's talk, walk and ...

Price: 121,63 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=110138P1

Bologna wine walking tour

A special wine walking tour of Bologna with a local sommelier that will show you the
best hidden places of this city!A special wine walking tour of Bologna with a local
sommelier that will show you the best hidden places of this city!ItineraryThere are
many reasons to visit Bologna, listed among ...

Price: 81,03 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=111416P42

Organic Wine & Shopping tour from Bologna

This is an interesting wine and shopping tour. Your driver will wait for your in front of
your hotel at 9.30 am. You will be brought to the Castel Guelfo Outlet, where
shopping, entertainment and relaxation combine to satisfy all your desires. Men?s,
women?s and children?s clothing, sportswear, ...

Price: 120,28 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=111416P5
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Bologna Walking Tour Private

Bologna, the chief town of the Emilia-Romagna district, is famous worldwide for its
art, culture and history heritage.Home to the first university in Europe, founded in
1088, and place of birth and / or home to a great number of world-known artists,
writers, musicians, scientists etc, it is also ...

Price: 183,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=114484P1

BOLOGNA. THE SECRET OF THE MERCANTE - Self-guided Treasure Hunt

This adventure allows you to know, with your rhythms and your times, the ancient
mercantile Bologna and its secrets. There is no maximum term to complete the
adventure: take as long as you want and stop to visit the sites and attractions along
the way or enjoy a rest stop in one of the many clubs ...

Price: 16,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=117400P1

BOLOGNA. THE YELLOW OF WATERS - Self-guided Treasure Hunt

A new way of visiting the city, taking as a starting point a police investigation and the
Bologna of the canals. With this hunt you will discover hidden corners of Bologna,
curiosities and legends about the life of ancient Bologna, all with your own rhythms
and times, without a maximum term to ...

Price: 16,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=117400P2

BOLOGNA. CHEF'S SALE - Self-guided treasure hunt

Take a tour of the historic center of Bologna with new eyes, far from the stereotypes
of classic tours. Through the itinerary that offers you the hunt you can discover a
Bologna that maybe you do not know and at the same time have fun finding the clues
that will lead you to discover the mysterious ...

Price: 16,09 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=117400P3
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Self-guided tour of Bologna

Get to know Bologna in 5 tours with over 30 places to visit and more than 80 works
presented. Ideal for travelers who want to visit Bologna in complete autonomy and
with the quality of a true professional tour guide. GUIDE OF BOLOGNA ItalGuide
transforms your mobile device into a personal tourist ...

Price: 8,64 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=117400P6

From my Kitchen: Home cooking lessons at Grazia's house

If on your trip to Bologna you feel the desire to totally immerse yourself in the local
culinary culture, you are in the right place, welcome to Grazia's kitchen! I offer a
cooking lesson which includes the preparation of two types of fresh egg pasta, with
two different typical condiments, ...

Price: 81,74 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=119269P1

Prepare Van Gogh's sunflowers, cooking and art lesson at Grazia's house

It is an interactive pasta lesson led by a certified cook. You will learn new ways of
making fresh pasta with your own hands that you can easily replicate at home by
following the rules indicated in the cookbook that I will provide as a gift to my guests.
Traditional and vegetarian menus are ...

Price: 50,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=119269P2

Tower and Power, Virtual tour in Medieval Bologna

She wears a viewer and enters a vast scenery in the center of Bologna, walking
freely through porticoes, streets and alleyways, visiting shops and meeting
characters, to experience a real day in the Middle Ages, up to an exciting
breathtaking flight among the many towers.She wears a viewer and ...

Price: 18,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=120695P1
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TUTANKHAMON the discovery of the tomb with Virtual Reality

Wear a visor and relive the experience of the discovery of the tomb of Tutankhamun,
knocking down walls, exploring in the dim light environments full of perfectly
reproduced objects, which can be collected to better observe them, until the
hieroglyphics are read on the walls.Wear a visor and relive ...

Price: 18,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=120695P2

Â Bologna Food Farm Excellence Tour With Lunch

A unique experience to visit and touch the production of Emilia gastronomic
excellences, including parmigiano reggiano, lambrusco and modena gold,
vinegar.Visit the local factories and family-run producers for a behind-the-scenes
look at the creation of products appreciated throughout the world, ...

Price: 256,22 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P1

Personal Shopping Tour Bologna

A shopping day in Bologna.Discover the most important boutiques in the center of
BolognaVisit the niche perfumeriesDiscover the luxury men's / women's footwear
boutiquesJewelers and historic goldsmiths of the Center of BolognaA professional
Personal Shopper will take you to discover the luxury ...

Price: 254,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P10

Bologna Airport transfer

Private Transfer Service From Bologna Airport to Bologna HotelTransfer Service
from Bologna Hotel to Bologna AirportPrivate Transfer Service From Bologna Airport
to Bologna HotelTransfer Service from Bologna Hotel to Bologna AirportItineraryThis
is a typical itinerary for this productStop At: ...

Price: 70,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P11
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Wine experience Bologna hills

Fun day to discover the wines of the Bolognese hills. immersed in the panorama of
the hills the Tour includes:Pick up at the hotelPrivate round-trip transferCompanion2
Visits to Producers of Typical Wines from the Bologna HillsLunch in a Trattoria based
on typical productsMemory pictureFun day to ...

Price: 198,92 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P13

Bologna Food & Cultural Walking Tour

This walking tour was created for those who are in the city and do not want to miss
the chance to admire the beauties of Bologna but at the same time savor the flavors
of typical products such as salumi, crescentine and good wine.Piazza Maggiore,
Palazzo Daccursio, Via d'azeglio, Archiginnasio, are ...

Price: 137,84 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P14

Ferrari Full Day

Live a full day in contact with the Ferrari Myth. An incredible tour that will take you to
visit the Ferrari Museum in Maranello, Guided tour of the Fiorano factory and runway,
and the Enzo Ferrari Museum in Modena, all including an excellent lunch at the
farmhouseProgram From Bologna:8.30 Pick up ...

Price: 290,82 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P15

Bologna Torri Tour

COME AND DISCOVER BOLOGNA BY BORING IN THE CHESSBOARD OF ITS
MEDIEVAL TOWERS!A tour that will let you discover the history of the famous
Medieval Towers of Bologna.Tour includes:- Guided walk in the center of Bologna-
Certified Guide- Small final tasting of typical productsCOME AND DISCOVER
BOLOGNA ...

Price: 74,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P17
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A Day at the Sea from Bologna with Transfer

Live A full day of relaxation by the sea starting from Bologna.You will be able to
discover one of the most famous seaside resorts of the Italian Riviera and discover
the habits of Italians by the sea. We recommend wearing a swimsuitProgram:8:30
am Departure from Bologna10:00 Arrival in Cervia and ...

Price: 456,02 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P18

Ascent to the Asinelli Tower More tasting Typical Protots

Are you in Bologna and don't want to miss the opportunity to climb the Torre degli
Asinelli and enjoy the view of the city?But at the same time do you want to taste our
typical products and a good ice cream?Well this tour is for youOne of our guides will
accompany you to the climb of the tower ...

Price: 15,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P19

Classic Walking Tour Bologna

A classic walking tour together with a private guide through the streets of the center
of Bologna visiting the major cultural attractions of the city and the history of local
gastronomy to discover all the secrets of the city that our guide will tell you.At the end
a small tasting of local products ...

Price: 68,92 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P2

Historical Walking Tour Shops

Discover the history of the Bologna Gastronomic shops. With this tour you will be
able to touch the essence of the capital of food, discover the oldest bottles and talk
directly with the people who have handed down the culture of food in Bologna for
generations.the tour includes:Certified ...

Price: 92,63 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P20
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Bike Tour Bologna

The bike tour designed to show you the best of Bologna in two hours: from the oldest
university in the world to the grandiose Piazza Maggiore, up to pedaling under the
Two Towers, we will discover the most significant places of this magnificent city.The
Bologna that we will tell you about in this ...

Price: 170,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P21

3 Days In Bologna

Discover Bologna with this 3-day vacation that will allow you to live together with the
local people and discover the beauties of this world-famous city for art, cuisine,
music and motors. 1 dayArrival at a 3-star hotel in the heart of Bologna and
check-inGuided tour of the center with the best ...

Price: 555,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P22

Private Transfer From Bologna To Florence

Private transport from Bologna to Florence with a qualified driver.Transportation by
Auto Sedan or MinivanPrivate transport from Bologna to Florence with a qualified
driver.Transportation by Auto Sedan or MinivanAs soon as the booking is made, a
member of our staff will contact you to indicate the ...

Price: 323,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P28

Bologna By Night Food & Wine Walking Tour

Allow yourself an evening break enjoying a walk in the historic center where you can
discover the secrets of the city while having fun with a drink and a taste of typical
products. Program:Meeting in Piazza del Nettuno Piazza MaggioreVia
D'AzeglioPiazza GalvaniQuadrilatero Historical marketTwo ...

Price: 94,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P3
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Private tour Basilica Santo Stefano E Corte Isolani Walking Tour

Discover the Basilica of Santo Stefano and Le sette ChieseVisit the heritage and
history of Santo StefanoGuided tour of the Island CourtFinal tasting of typical
productsDiscover the Basilica of Santo Stefano and Le sette ChieseVisit the heritage
and history of Santo StefanoGuided tour of the Island ...

Price: 70,40 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P30

Pavarotti Land Tour With Lunch

Discover the house and the territory in which the great Luciano Pavarotti lived,
visiting his home and the lands in which he lived.Discover the house and the territory
in which the great Luciano Pavarotti lived, visiting his home and the lands in which he
lived.Discover the places where the great ...

Price: 214,68 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P34

Lamborghini Museo And Factory Tour

LAMBORGHINI MUSEUMThe new Lamborghini Museum, traces all the stages that
have made the history of the Toro brand: an exciting journey through historic cars,
images and photographs that will accompany you in the history of one of the largest
Italian manufacturers.. Part of the day is dedicated to ...

Price: 310,28 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P35

Ferrari Experience Test Drive In Pista

Visit the Ferrari Museum and experience the Myth of the Red.You will leave behind
the wheel of the Ferrari of your dreams realizing an exciting half-hour test on the
road in Maranello towards the track, getting to know the Supercar, and then tackling
the track laps at full throttle.You will always ...

Price: 2.713,47 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P36
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

San Luca Experience Guided Tour With Ascent By Panoramic Train

What makes this guided tour unique is the view of Bologna from above, the history of
the sanctuary and the view of the longest portico in the world. The journey will be
made by the San luca Express train which connects the city to the Sanctuary in a
panoramic wayWhat makes this guided tour unique ...

Price: 102,23 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P37

Bologna Full Day Private Tour

A full day in the city of Bologna visiting all the major attractions of the city together
with a private guideIt starts in the morning with a guided tour of the city with a
certified expert guide. During the visit it will be possible to climb to the Asinelli towers.
We continue with a typical lunch ...

Price: 180,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P38

Bologna Food Walking Tour Eating For The Center

 Take home little pieces of heaven one bite at a time. Stroll with our guide through
the center of Bologna, tasting the culture and tradition of the culinary art of Bologna
Between stories of history and tastings of Bolognese specialties you can taste every
specialty of the region.Explore the ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P4

Tour In Vignola And Castelvetro With Lunch In The Farmhouse

The pretty town of Vignola is famous for its cherries, cake and important monuments,
such as the spiral staircase designed by Jacopo Barozzi.Discover Vignola, its
historical beauties including the 15th century Rocca, and food and wine specialties
such as the famous blackberry cherry.Starting from ...

Price: 205,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P41
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Pagani Museum And Factory Tour With Lunch

Visit the museum and factory of the great Pagani Automobili brand.At the end of the
visit a delicious lunch in a local restaurant.Pick up and drop off included with private
transfer.Visit the museum and factory of the great Pagani Automobili brand.At the
end of the visit a delicious lunch in a ...

Price: 261,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P42

Private Transfer From Bologna to Milan

You are in Bologna and you have to go to Milan without worries, book our private
transfer for exclusive use and from Bologna you can go to Milan wherever you ask.
Malpensa includedYou are in Bologna and you have to go to Milan without worries,
book our private transfer for exclusive use and from ...

Price: 298,63 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P44

Bologna Venice Private Transfer

Enjoy the tranquility of a private transport from Bologna to Venice with departure on
request at any time of day or night!Enjoy the tranquility of a private transport from
Bologna to Venice with departure on request at any time of day or night!Private
transfer from Bologna City or Airport to Venice ...

Price: 383,97 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P45

WALKING TOUR THE WATERS OF BOLOGNA (Bagni di Mario)

Bagni di Mario was the name erroneously given to the Conservatory of Valverde,
which was supposed to be used for thermal purposes when it was discovered, in the
twentieth century, although in reality it was never related to that use.Renaissance
cistern (1563) executed by Tommaso Laureti, a Palermo ...

Price: 74,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P46
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Romagna Wine Tasting Tour

Live a day in the heart of Romagna in one of the most famous wineries in the world
immersed in an oasis of greenery.Program8.30 am pick up at the Hotel in
Bologna9.45 am Arrival at the winery10:00 am private guided tour of the
company11:00 am Wine tasting and visit to the wine shop12:15 pm Lunch in ...

Price: 316,03 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P47

Balsamic Vinegar, Pavarotti And Ferrari Museum Tour

An incredible tour between musical culture, motors and food and wine.Discover the
places where the great Maestro Luciano Pavarotti lived, visiting his Casa Museo and
visiting the rooms where he lived and knowing the greatness of the great Tenor.An
incredible visit that will take you to visit the ...

Price: 234,32 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P48

Dozza Tour Guide And Wine Tasting

Dozza is located in the province of Bologna and is the most colorful medieval village I
have ever seen: the walls of the houses that overlook its alleys are open-air
paintings, in which spectacular works of art have been painted.Dozza is part of the
club of "The most beautiful villages in Italy" ...

Price: 264,19 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P49

Bologna Coffee Tasting Experience

A real journey into the culture of Italian coffee.Our guide will take you to the realm of
coffee in Bologna where he will make you sit down and the expert coffee master will
guide you in this tasting.You will taste 4 types of coffee with carefully chosen blend to
make you understand the differences ...

Price: 35,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P5
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Three Days in Bologna and Modena between Motor Culture and Cuisine

I therefore want to give you some suggestions to discover Bologna, the red, the
learned and the fat.Why is it so called?Red for the colors of the bricks with which the
towers and palaces were built and for the political alignment of the inhabitants and
for the car and engine houses that are located ...

Price: 756,76 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P52

San Luca Experience Tour and Food Tasting

The Basilica of San Luca is one of the symbols of the city of Bologna. Located on
Monte Guardia, the sanctuary connects the city center through the longest
continuous port in the world, consisting of 666 arches.At the meeting point you will
receive from a member of our staff a map and a table with ...

Price: 24,41 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P56

From Bologna: Modena Between Culture And Food Private Tour

- Visit together with our professional guide one of the most beautiful cities in Emilia
famous all over the world for the beauty of its Unesco Heritage center and for its
many excellences.- Discover the secrets of cured meats by visiting the Museo della
Salumeria.- Enjoy a typical lunch in the ...

Price: 310,28 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P57

Bolognese cooking class with tasting at Casa della sfoglina

Learn how to make fresh stuffed pasta like tortelliniDiscover the aromas and flavors
of true traditional Bolognese cuisine.Enter a local house for a private cooking
classTaste a dinner with the pasta you have preparedLearn how to make fresh
stuffed pasta like tortelliniDiscover the aromas and ...

Price: 135,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P58
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Wine & Cocktails Walking Tour

A fantastic experience in the heart of Bologna where you can accompany our guide
to taste excellent Italian wines and exquisite drinks accompanied by small themed
tastings among the most historic and fashionable places in the center of BolognaA
fantastic experience in the heart of Bologna where you ...

Price: 102,71 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P6

From Bologna Full Day Tour To Brisighella

Brisighella is a very pretty village that rises on the slopes of the Tosco-Romagnolo
Apennines, in the province of Ravenna: it looks like a colorful painting framed by
three hills, above which rise the Rocca Manfrediana, the Clock Tower and the
Monticino Sanctuary. The charm of this place is ...

Price: 378,38 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P61

Bologna City Walking Tour

Enjoy a classic walking tour through the streets of central Bologna visiting its main
cultural attractions. Explore some of the picturesque squares, archiginnasio and
beautiful city buildings on this 2-hour group tourEnjoy a classic walking tour through
the streets of central Bologna visiting its ...

Price: 27,03 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P63

Bologna Day Spa With Private Transfer

Enjoy a day of relaxation and well-being in a luxurious 5-star spa and wellness center
near Bologna.Relax and enjoy the tranquility of a support room from 10.00 to
19.00.The pleasure of diving into our communicating indoor and outdoor thermal
water pools, with numerous hydro-massage stationsThe ...

Price: 394,88 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P65
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Exclusive Italian Wine Tasting

This is the ideal activity for those who love to travel to discover the great Italian red
wines. You can choose what to taste among the fine wines that are carefully selected
every day. You can also breathe the typical Bolognese atmosphere, the one in which
large groups of strangers who joke ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P76

From Bologna: Parma and its Food Valley

This tour departing from Bologna will take you to visit the food Valley of Parma.You
can visit the production of Parmigiano Reggiano in all its phases and at the end taste
the various seasonings.Afterwards you will visit a historic Parma Ham producer
where you can find out how one of the most loved ...

Price: 297,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P79

Vinegar Balsamic Experience with Private Transfer

A fantastic experience in the heart of the Food Valley.The perfect place to visit for
anyone who wants to discover the history and millenary tradition of the famous
"Black Gold" of ModenaGuided tour + tastingBasics of the grapes used, visit of the
cooking environments. Acetification and aging in ...

Price: 147,12 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P8

Bologna Food Tasting box

With this Bologna food tasting Box you will have the opportunity to visit Bologna and
discover its secrets by following the scents of food.At the meeting point, one of the
staff will welcome you and give you the box valid for 24 hours and show you all the
places you can visit and the tastings you ...

Price: 27,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P81
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Ducati Day Tour

Experience the thrill of entering the beating heart of the Ducati myth.The tour will
begin with a free visit to the Ducati Museum, where you will discover the history and
the future, the challenges and successes, vision and determination. During the visit
of the museum we recommend that you bring ...

Price: 115,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P83

Bologna Wine Tasting Tour

Are you in the city and want to taste the best local wines and typical products without
leaving the center?This tour is for you! Spend an afternoon or evening in one of
Bologna's oldest wine bars and wineries, famous all over the world for its wines and
salami and cheeses.Tour includes:- Local ...

Price: 66,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=123886P9

Becoming Fico! Visit the world known Disneyworld of Food in Bologna!

tour to discover a center considered the disneyworld of food! 10,000 square meters
of park entirely dedicated to the excellence of food, both as production and as
tasting, from Parmesan to wines, from jams to pasta, from coffee to educational
farms up to experimenting with the laboratories and ...

Price: 52,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=126888P3

Cooking class

A unique experience, surrounded by the warm and cordial atmosphere of a family
born and raised in Bologna, where you will learn to make the classic first courses of
typical Bolognese cuisine and you can also sit at the table tasting the creations you
have created. It will be a unique experience, ...

Price: 46,16 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=126888P5
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Christmas markets in Bologna

In recent years, Bologna has begun to host splendid Christmas markets in some of
the city's strategic points, each with its own particular characteristics. The Fiera di
Santa Lucia is the most famous and dated of the city because it has existed for many
years and is a truly important reference ...

Price: 27,03 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=126888P6

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Bologna / Private Transfer (up to 3 pax)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) to Bologna / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 86,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P348

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Bologna / Private Transfer (up to 8 pax)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) to Bologna / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P349

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Venice, piazzale Roma / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Venice, piazzale Roma (province
of Venice, Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a
scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a
Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door ...

Price: 363,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P605
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Venice, piazzale Roma / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Venice, piazzale Roma (province
of Venice, Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a
scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a
Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door ...

Price: 440,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P606

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Padua / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Padua (province of Padua, Italy) /
one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...

Price: 307,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P607

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Padua / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Padua (province of Padua, Italy) /
one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...

Price: 346,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P608

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Florence / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Florence (province of Florence,
Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time
and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We
track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No ...

Price: 307,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P609
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Florence / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Florence (province of Florence,
Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time
and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We
track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No ...

Price: 346,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P610

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Montecatini Terme / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Montecatini Terme (province of
Pistoia, Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled
time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate?
We track your Flight? Door-to-door ...

Price: 346,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P611

 Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Montecatini Terme / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Montecatini Terme (province of
Pistoia, Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled
time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate?
We track your Flight? Door-to-door ...

Price: 387,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P612

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Venice / Private Transfer + water taxi (up to 3 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Venice (province of Venice, Italy) /
one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...

Price: 520,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P613
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Venice / Private Transfer + water taxi (up to 8 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Venice (province of Venice, Italy) /
one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...

Price: 627,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P614

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Rimini / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Rimini (province of Rimini, Italy) /
one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...

Price: 346,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P615

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Rimini / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Rimini (province of Rimini, Italy) /
one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...

Price: 387,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P616

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Abano Terme / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Abano Terme (province of Padua,
Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time
and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We
track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No ...

Price: 307,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P617
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Abano Terme / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Abano Terme (province of Padua,
Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time
and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We
track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No ...

Price: 346,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P618

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Bologna / Reliable Private Van Transfer

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Bologna (province of Bologna,
Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time
and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We
track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No ...

Price: 24,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P758

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Bologna / Reliable Private Car Transfer

Book your private transfer Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Bologna (province of Bologna,
Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time
and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We
track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No ...

Price: 41,60 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P759

Private Arrival Car Transfer: Bologna Airport (BLQ) to Hotel

Book your private Arrival transfer from Bologna Airport (BLQ) to Hotel. Your driver
will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...

Price: 41,60 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P802
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Arrival Van Transfer: Bologna Airport (BLQ) to Hotel

Book your private Arrival transfer from Bologna Airport (BLQ) to Hotel. Your driver
will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...

Price: 24,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P803

Private Departure Van Transfer: Hotel to Bologna Airport (BLQ) 

Book your Private Departure Transfer from Bologna Hotel to Bologna Airport
(BLQ).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 24,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P804

Private Departure Car Transfer: Hotel to Bologna Airport (BLQ) 

Book your Private Departure Transfer from Bologna Hotel to Bologna Airport
(BLQ).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 41,60 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P805

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Florence / Private Arrival Car Transfer

Book your private Arrival transfer from Bologna Airport (BLQ) to Florence Hotel. Your
driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to
your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 179,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P828
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Airport (BLQ) - Florence / Private Arrival Van Transfer

Book your private Arrival transfer from Bologna Airport (BLQ) to Florence Hotel. Your
driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to
your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 89,60 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P829

Bologna - Florence / Private Car Transfer

Book your private transfer from Bologna to Florence.Your driver will be waiting for
you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting
with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden
Charges? Clean cars & Professional driversBook your ...

Price: 168,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P891

Bologna - Florence / Private Van Transfer

Book your private transfer from Bologna to Florence.Your driver will be waiting for
you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting
with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden
Charges? Clean cars & Professional driversBook your ...

Price: 84,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=128285P892

Bologna 3 hour walking tour

In this tour you will find out why did the porticos and the towers come to define the
skyline of Bologna and how the oldest university of the western world was born
exactely here in 1088.You will discover that the "Boloni sandwich" was invented at
the time of the roman Emperor Tiberius and ...

Price: 275,68 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=131155P108
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Day Trip from Bologna to Padua

More than 3000 years ago, in the north of Italy, this old, vibrant town was
founded.Having been surrounded by various natural and cultural attractions such as
the Euganean Springs, the Euganean Hills, the medieval defensive walls, castles,
villas and many more, it shows how rich with treasures this ...

Price: 491,90 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=131155P49

Day Trip from Bologna to San Marino

The dimensions in size are the only thing small about San Marino. This independent
state boasts one of the highest GDP per capita, no national debt, and a budget
surplus. But more than two million visitors a year don't flock to San Marino to enjoy
its low unemployment rate; they come to view the ...

Price: 578,38 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=131155P69

Day Trip from Bologna to Pisa

Pisa, located in the Tuscan region of Italy, has more than 20 historic churches and
several medieval palaces. This university town is renowned for its art and
architectural treasures. Pisa has a lively street life and a vibrant cafe/bar scene. The
famous Piazza dei Miracoli, or Miracles Square, is ...

Price: 686,49 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=131155P78

Day Trip from Bologna to Portogruaro

Portogruaro lies in the east of northern Italy along the banks of the Lemene
River.The city was founded in 1140 when a group of fishermen were granted
permission to settle here and build a river port.Until 1866, Portoguaro was part of the
Austrian Empire, after which it entered the newly unified ...

Price: 605,41 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=131155P80
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Day Trip from Bologna to Ravenna

Ravenna was the capital city of the Western Roman Empire from 402 until the
collapse in 476, then served as the capital of the Ostrogothic Kingdom, then a
lordship of the Byzantine Empire in Italy after which it became the seat of the
Kingdom of the Lombards.Today Ravenna is the capital city of the ...

Price: 400,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=131155P93

My fresh pasta Bologna

First we take a coffee !!!After having illustrated my activity we will begin phase 1 we
will begin to prepare the broth and the Bolognese sauce that we will use to season
the tortellini and tagliatelle Bolognese. Step 2 preparation of tortellini and puff pastry
dough for tagliatelle and tortellini. ...

Price: 90,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=142481P1

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport (FCO) to Bologna and vice versa

Our 24/7 operative staff and professional drivers will guarantee you an easy and
comfortable transfer to Bologna, the lively, historic capital of the Emilia-Romagna
region, in northern Italy and the international airport of Fiumicino.Your journey will be
followed by us till you reach your ...

Price: 461,27 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=143848P327

Private Transfer: Ciampino Airport (CIA) to Bologna and vice versa

Enjoy your private transfer in our modern and comfortable vehicles accompanied by
our professional drivers between the international airport of Ciampino and the city of
Bologna, the lively, historic capital of the Emilia-Romagna region, in northern Italy.
And don't worry about anything because our ...

Price: 446,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=143848P328
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Port to Bologna and vice versa

Enjoy your private port transfer with our modern and comfortable vehicles and our
professional drivers to the port of Civitavecchia or to the lively, historical capital of
Emilia-Romagno region, in northern Italy. You will not have to worry about anything
because our 24 hour operative team will ...

Price: 451,07 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=143848P334
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Price: 451,07 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=143848P343

Bologna Food & Walking Tour - Private Tour with Local Guide - Ultimate Tour

Bologna Food & Walking Tour - Private Tour with Local Guide - Ultimate Tour- since
1980Guided walking tour and tasting tourBologna Food & Walking Tour - Private
Tour with Local Guide - Ultimate Tour- since 1980Guided walking tour and tasting
tourItineraryThis is a typical itinerary for this ...

Price: 140,55 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=147154P120

Live an afternoon as a chef!

If you're off your adventures, the best way to experience local life is through its food!
Cà Bianca Bio Agricultural Company is a peaceful and breath-taking place in the hills
of Bologna.If you're off your adventures, the best way to experience local life is
through its food! Cà Bianca Bio ...

Price: 102,57 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=149517P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

A fun Sunday discovering Bologna's top coffee, pizza, gelato and more!

Bologna is a city that has long been known for its great food and as a city that loves
to eat well. It has been famous on both counts since the 12th century, and its
gastronomy continues to evolve, while the historic classics are excellent to this day.
Right now, Bologna food culture is fizzing and ...

Price: 102,71 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=154353P1

Tagliatelle and RagÃ¹ Cooking Class in Bologna

My name is Carmelita Caruana. I am a cook and a life long food lover with a
passionate interest in food and its gastronomic history. Originally from the tiny island
of Malta, near Sicily, I have been living in Bologna since 1996, and in 1999 I set up
Cook Italy Bologna, to offer cooking classes and ...

Price: 76,93 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=154353P2

Bike Tour Towards Parmigiano Reggiano

The tour is easy and suitable for everyone and pedaling in company takes us back in
time to when we were children. You don't need to do many Km to be happy and
enjoy a joyful territory.The tour is easy and suitable for everyone and pedaling in
company takes us back in time to when we were children. ...

Price: 18,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=155158P4

Best of BOLOGNA on a Private Tour

An enchanting tour to discover the timeless atmosphere of the historical center of
Bologna, the seat of the most ancient European university, dating back to 1088 A.
D.This visit will give you the chance to witness the real heart of the city, walking
through its most ancient area and monuments.An ...

Price: 167,57 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=155599P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

BOLOGNA, City & Food Private Tour

Enjoy Bologna's rich history and food culture in a single tour!Experience the best of
Bologna with a local guide, who let you delve into the magical atmosphere of the city
center.Enjoy Bologna's rich history and food culture in a single tour!Experience the
best of Bologna with a local guide, who ...

Price: 214,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=155599P4

The best of BOLOGNA and RAVENNA on a Private Tour

Thanks to this FULL DAY tour you'll have the chance to discover the stunning
wonders of this land: Bologna and Ravenna. Both cities were protagonists in the
historic panorama of this part of Italy. The presence of the University, the oldest in
the Western world, has made BOLOGNA a cultural center ...

Price: 345,95 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=155599P5

Bologna at its Best Private Walking Tour with Expert 

The historic center of Bologna is one of the best preserved in all of Europe - and its
6th century foundations are best experienced in the company of a local expert. Take
a private walk through the city?s awe-inspiring churches, ancient medieval palaces
and beyond, unveiling the rich history of an ...

Price: 120,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=15693P195

Bologna Private Walking Tour: Europeâ€™s Oldest University

Not only is Bologna home to one of the best preserved historic towns in Europe, it?s
also where the very first university on the continent was built. The University of
Bologna, dating right back to the 11th century, is a majestic treasure trove of history,
art and architecture just waiting to be ...

Price: 110,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=15693P196
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Wine Degustation Ebrezze

Careful selection of wines designed to describe the excellence of our region;
pleasant, refined and elegant local; comprehensive explanations on the uniqueness
of the wines and their characteristics; friendly and helpful staff.Careful selection of
wines designed to describe the excellence of our ...

Price: 30,77 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=158201P1

Bologna Countryside MTB Experience

This is a Full Day mountainbike or E-MTB Tour. Please note that participants need to
be used to cycling and passing several hours on a saddle!It is about 45 km if we
decide to end the tour in Sasso Marconi, then we need to take train to reach Bologna
centre (train tiket not included in this offer ...

Price: 216,22 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=160237P1

Guided Tour of Bologna In Half Day

Palazzo Comunale, a mighty building that incorporates various buildings from
different eras. Starting from 1336 it became the residence of the Anziani residence,
the city's top magistracy, and since then it has always played the role of representing
the city. It is the seat of the Mayor's office ...

Price: 162,17 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=161235P1

Futa Pass Adrenaline Experience

 The real test can only take place behind the curtains only within a small circle of
connoisseurs. Let us give you the joy and pride to make you part of this secret circle.
The real test can only take place behind the curtains only within a small circle of
connoisseurs. Let us give you the joy and ...

Price: 5.128,21 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=161686P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Emotional Holistic Massage

Emotional Holistic Massage is a concentrate of different holistic massage
techniques.It contains traces of Californian massage, Hawaiian lomi lomi, muscle
relaxant, emotional instinct.All this, seasoned with the experience and energy of the
masseur, Italian, helpful, friendly, and undoubtedly ...

Price: 51,29 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=165172P1

Bike Tour in Bologna with Gelato Tasting

Discover Bologna by bike and live an authentic Italian experience with a passionate
local guide. Taste delicious "gelato" and share this beautiful day with friends and
family.Discover Bologna by bike and live an authentic Italian experience with a
passionate local guide. Taste delicious "gelato" ...

Price: 74,60 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=17024P204

Bologna Food and Wine Walking Tour

If you are a foodie, or simply love Italian food, then this amazing gourmet tour is for
you. Follow your friendly local guide around Bologna and taste delicious food. You
will discover locals favorite food spot and meet Italian producers while learning all
about Emilian culinary traditions.If you ...

Price: 179,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=17024P25

Traditional Home cooking class in Bologna

Live an authentic culinary experience in Bologna. Learn basic and usefull cooking
tips with a passionate chef. Learn about traditional Italian cuisine as you prepare
your own meal.Learn to cook like a Bolognese in a typical Bologna home. Get
hands-on help preparing your own lunch or dinner from a ...

Price: 54,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=17024P658
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Traditional Home Cooking Class with Lunch or Dinner

Learn to cook a traditional home-cooked meal in a cooking class in Bologna. Prepare
your own lunch or dinner of local specialties with the chef.Learn to cook a traditional
home-cooked meal in a cooking class in Bologna. Prepare your own lunch or dinner
of local specialties with the chef.Learn to ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=17024P690

Private Walking tour and Traditional Home Cooking Experience in Bologna

Discover the old food market and learn the secrets of Bolognese cuisine at a local's
home. Watch and learn all about how tortellini are prepared from a local expert
during this 4 hour experience. Before the session, you will enjoy a delightful walk
around the city center and through the narrow ...

Price: 59,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=17024P7

Bolognese Virtual home made pasta class

The whole video experience is run at Antonio's kitchen in his cozy apartment located
in central Bologna.The whole video experience is run at Antonio's kitchen in his cozy
apartment located in central Bologna.Enter the kitchen of chef Antonio in Bologna
and discover the secrets of Bolognese home ...

Price: 29,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=17024P909

Day Tour with Lamborghini Factory tour and Ferrari Museum

Your English-speaking driver will pick you up at your hotel and in about 45 minutes
you will arrive in Sant ?Agata Bolognese where you will have the opportunity to visit
the Lamborghini Factory and the Museum.You will see the state-of-the ?art facility
where skilled mechanics build- literally by ...

Price: 513,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=171920P10
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Food and wine tour from Bologna

Departure from Bologna in the morning with first stop at the Reggiani dairy, a historic
company grown thanks to the work and passion of the Reggiani family.At the
beginning they were only with a stable and 5 cows but with time and thanks to the
constant effort it has become one of the most ...

Price: 513,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=171920P13

Tour from Bologna on the hills of Bologna with a stop in the cellar

Tour through the Bolognese hills: romantic escape between medieval villages and
cellars. Around Bologna a constellation of small medieval villages, which between
rolling hills and open countryside are just waiting to be explored to unleash all their
old-fashioned charm preserved with pride.Tour ...

Price: 513,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=171920P2

Make traditional handmade pasta from scratch with a local chef!

It's not a demonstration, it's a real hands-on class of 3 or more hours where you will
make and understand all the steps, guided by my 15-years experience in
teaching.Handmade pasta is made using only the rolling pin (never talk with me
about machines!) and it a real art, maybe not immediate but ...

Price: 123,08 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=177764P1

Real Traditional Taste of Bologna

FOR THIS SUMMER EXPERIENCE WILL TAKE PLACE IN A LOCAL
RESTAURANT IN DOWNTOWN BolognaSo there will be more safety, social
distance and we use a professional kitchen.Great opportunity!Restaurant will be all
for us, private use of the place!it's a lifetime experience to get in touch with local food
...

Price: 70,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=178731P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Food and Wine Walking Tour

contact me on IG @stayhungrystaybologna infos and SPECIAL deals!I'll show you
my favorite places, I'll help you to discover the few true local spots in town, where a
true bolognese goes shopping and eat.The places who made our city famous,
making what is now called the food capital of italy!We meet ...

Price: 39,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=178731P2

Live Bologna Like a Local City Tour

During our experience, I will guide you through the magnificent city of Bologna,
where you will be able to find out about your city.I'll reveal the secrets of the town,
walking throu both markets and monuments.I'll also make sure you have a true local
for the city!I'll take you to differents ...

Price: 30,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=178731P3

Bolognaise Sauce and Pesto with a true Local!!

today we will learn some of my favorite recipes!I will teach you my granda's secret
bolognaise sauce, this recipe is passed by in our family for more that 100
years...This is the most famous sauce in Bologna and since you can not travel at the
moment...I will bring it to your kitchen!It's tasty but ...

Price: 28,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=178731P4

Private Arrival Transfer: Bologna Airport - Bologna City Center

Don't go through all the hassle of waiting in a long taxi or shuttle queues and use our
private, door to door airport transfer. A professional driver will meet you in the arrivals
hall holding a plate with the name provided during the booking process and will take
you directly to your desired ...

Price: 23,81 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=17972P1219
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Departure Transfer: Bologna City Center - Bologna Airport

Don't go through all the hassle of waiting in a long taxi or shuttle queues and use our
private, door to door airport transfer. A professional driver will meet you in the hotel
lobby and take you directly to the terminal you depart from.Don't go through all the
hassle of waiting in a long taxi or ...

Price: 25,17 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=17972P1220

Private Roundtrip Transfer: Bologna Airport - Bologna City Center

Don't go through all the hassle of waiting in a long taxi or shuttles queues and use
our private, door to door airport transfer. A professional driver will meet you in the
arrivals hall (arrival transfer) or in the hotel lobby (departure transfer) and take you
directly to the point.Don't go through ...

Price: 47,48 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=17972P1221

Airport Transfer! Bologna Guglielmo Marconi Airport (BLQ) to Center of Bologna

?You will receive a confirmation email when booking?Child seats are available on
request. Please inform us at the time of booking.?24-hour emergency
response?English?Japanese?Chinese?WhatsApp, LINE, WeChat, Kakao Talk, Zalo,
ViberSEDAN?2pax 2luggageVAN?4pax 4luggageMINI BUS : 6pax 6luggage?You
will ...

Price: 271,19 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=182077P58

Airport Transfer! Hotel in center of Bologna to Bologna Guglielmo Airport (BLQ)

?You will receive a confirmation email when booking?Child seats are available on
request. Please inform us at the time of booking.?24-hour emergency
response?English?Japanese?Chinese?WhatsApp, LINE, WeChat, Kakao Talk, Zalo,
ViberSEDAN?2pax 2luggageVAN?4pax 4luggageMINI BUS : 6pax 6luggage?You
will ...

Price: 136,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=182077P60
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Hop Conveniently From City To City, from Bologna Airport to Florence 

Use our transfer with driver to see the most beautiful Italian landscapes. Arrive in
Florence from Bologna, aboard a comfortable 8 seats Minivan with air conditioning
and Wifi. Without any problem of space for suitcases.Fresh water on boardWe have
been working for years directly and through many ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=185046P31

Bologna Half Day Private Walking Tour and Tastings

This is the ideal tour if you want to know in depth the history and architecture of the
historic center and end with a delicious food and wine tasting of our excellences.In
the first part of the tour we will discover more about history, art and culture of
Bologna. We start in Piazza Maggiore with ...

Price: 110,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=191212P1

Seven Secrets of Bologna (and more!) Half Day Walking Tour

Are you curious to discover the stories and traditions of the city of Bologna from a
more mysterious and secret point of view? This is the tour for you.It is a private
walking tour of about two hours where we will discover many hidden corners and fun
details through the most famous places in the ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=191212P2

Welcome to Bologna! Private Walking Tour 

This is the ideal tour of Bologna if you want to get to know the best of the city on a
half-day walk in the historic center. You will discover the history and culture behind
each building and you will also receive further information to make unique and
unforgettable your stay. We will end up in the ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=191212P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Walking Tour 2H

We provide tours with the best local certified guides, our guides had to pass a severe
exam abouth the history of the city to obtain this grade level. The experience we
provide is unique and will make the difference for bringing back a great memory of
this amazing city. We can arrange the tour in ...

Price: 86,49 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=193780P1

Bologna Walking Tour 2H Shared

We provide tours with the best local certified guides, our guides had to pass a severe
exam abouth the history of the city to obtain this grade level. The experience we
provide is unique and will make the difference for bringing back a great memory of
this amazing city. We can arrange the tour in ...

Price: 48,65 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=193780P3

Bologna City Center Private Tour with a Local Guide

Enjoy this 3 hours city center private walking tour with a local guide. This tour is a
great way to visit Bologna and learn about its history.You will have the opportunity  to
see Piazza del Nettuno, Santo Stefano complex, San Petronio, Torre degli
Asinelli...and  much more!You will experience ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=20455P190

Bologna Highlights Small Group Tour with a Local Guide

If you?re fascinated by art and history you?ll relish the chance to visit piazza
Maggiore which includes the palaces constructed for public administration (Palazzo
del Podestà, Palazzo di Re Enzo and Palazzo del Capitano del popolo), as well as
piazza del Nettuno, the Santo Stefano complex, San ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=20455P231
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Highlights, city walking tour with private guide

A journey from the medieval reminders of the ancient city to the Renaissance and
beyond, seeing the signs of its past.An enchanting tour to discover the timeless
atmosphere of the historical center of Bologna, the location of the oldest University in
western world, dating back to 1088 A. D.A ...

Price: 98,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=206098P18

Bologna, City & Food private tour

Enjoy Bologna's rich history and food culture in a single tour. This tour gives you the
opportunity to discover the extraordinary food tradition of this enchanting city, with
historical and cultural discoveries too.Enjoy Bologna's rich history and food culture in
a single tour. This tour gives you ...

Price: 110,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=206098P19

BOLOGNA: MOTORCYCLE RENTAL SCOOTER 50CC with DELIVERY and WITHDRAWAL in HOTEL

To experience the city at your best and in total freedom, you can book a 50CC
Scooter rental, with a convenient private collection and delivery service.Your Moto
Scooter will be delivered at the scheduled time directly in the hotel, B&B, apartment,
etc., or at any address in the center of Bologna ...

Price: 84,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=209340P10

BOLOGNA: MOTORCYCLE RENTAL SCOOTER 125CC with DELIVERY and WITHDRAWAL in HOTEL

To experience the city at your best and in total freedom, you can book a 125CC
Scooter rental, with a convenient private collection and delivery service. The scooter
can carry two people.Your Moto Scooter will be delivered at the scheduled time
directly in the hotel, B&B, apartment, etc., or at any ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=209340P12
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna: SCOOTER 125CC MOTORCYCLE RENTAL

To enjoy the city at your best and in total freedom, you can book a 125CC Scooter
rental. The scooter can carry two people.The Moto Scooter is supplied complete with
helmet and anti-theft lock and glove box. When necessary it is equipped with a
windshield.After booking it will be possible to extend ...

Price: 79,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=209340P13

Bologna: SCOOTER 50CC MOTORCYCLE RENTAL

To experience the city at your best and in total freedom, you can book a 50cc
motorbike rental.The Moto Scooter is supplied complete with helmet, anti-theft lock
and glove box. When necessary it is equipped with a windshield.After booking it will
be possible to extend the rental, at a discounted ...

Price: 46,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=209340P14

Bologna: Bicycle Rental With Delivery And Pickup At The Hotel

To enjoy the city at your best and in total freedom, you can book a bicycle rental, with
a convenient private collection and delivery service.Your bicycle will be delivered at
the scheduled time, directly to the hotel, B&B, apartment, etc., or to any address in
the center of Bologna or in the ...

Price: 34,88 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=209340P2

BOLOGNA: PRIVATE TRANSFER up to 3 people AIRPORT to CENTRO-HOTEL-FIERA

Private transfer with luxury carsYou can choose to be accompanied from the BLQ
airport to your destination or from your destination to the BLQ airportThe driver,
speaking Italian and English, will wait for your arrival to accompany you to the
chosen destination.Private transfer with luxury carsYou ...

Price: 61,87 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=209340P7
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

BOLOGNA: PRIVATE TRANSFER up to 7 people AIRPORT to CENTRO-HOTEL-FIERA

Private transfer with luxury carsYou can choose to be accompanied from the BLQ
airport to your destination or from your destination to the BLQ airportThe driver,
speaking Italian and English, will wait for your arrival to accompany you to the
chosen destination.Private transfer with luxury carsYou ...

Price: 93,87 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=209340P8

Luggage storage

Convenient secure luggage storage where you can store bags and suitcases, making
a tour of shops, visiting the city or taking care of your work commitments, without
having to worry about your personal belongings.Convenient secure luggage storage
where you can store bags and suitcases, making a tour ...

Price: 6,49 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=209340P9

Vespa Rental in Bologna

Do you want to travel in full freedom and receive usefull information to discover
Bologna neighborhood? So this is the best solution for you! We will tell you all the
secret of the area and what it can offer you. Jump on your Vespa, map in your hand,
leave for this new adventure. Riding along the ...

Price: 50,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=21247P10

Walking tour unveiling Bologna

After savoring the aroma of the most delicious coffee brewed in the city we will
discover the narrow streets of the historic center visiting the representative places of
the Bolognese identity (the towers, the arcades, the signs of the Middle Ages). Our
local expert will lead you through the city ...

Price: 39,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=225699P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Sips and bites of nocturnal Bologna

In the heart of the "Mercato di Mezzo", surrounded by the aromas of the market, we
will discover the oldest Osteria in the city that has quenched the Bolognese since
1465. With its simplicity and its attachment to old uses, "L'Osteria" is a journey
through time around a glass of wine, where you can ...

Price: 39,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=225699P2

Amarone Classico Wine Tasting from Bologna by Train

If you feel at home you will enjoy the wine and location of Gamba Winery at its best.
That is why we the owners of the winery will do the tour together with your group, so
that you can relax in our place and learn how the wine is made and enjoy the great
wines of Valpolicella.*1 Hour Guided ...

Price: 169,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=237722P5

Bologna Highlights Private Walking Tour with Local Guide

Please be aware that this tour is adapted to the local regulations post Covid-19. Our
hosts will deliver this experience with the required equipment always keeping the
distance suggested by local authorities. It will be safe and entertaining!Kickstart your
time in Bologna with a 90-minute ...

Price: 26,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=24380P1053

Withlocals Highlights & Hidden Gems: Safe & Private Tour with a Local Expert

Please be aware that this tour is adapted to the local regulations post Covid-19. Our
hosts will deliver this experience with the required equipment always keeping the
distance suggested by local authorities. It will be safe and entertaining!Medieval
towers, gorgeous palaces, and delicious Italian ...

Price: 111,49 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=24380P1055
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Withlocals 10 Tastings: Safe & Private Bologna Food Tour with a Local Expert

Please be aware that this tour is adapted to the local regulations post Covid-19. Our
hosts will deliver this experience with the required equipment always keeping the
distance suggested by local authorities. It will be safe and entertaining!Ready to taste
the best food in Bologna?Satisfy your ...

Price: 79,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=24380P1056

Private Enchanting Modena by Train Trip: Balsamico & City Gems with a Local

Modena is a combination of two of the best worlds: food & history. Join your favorite
local on a day trip to visit a historic city known for its balsamic vinegar and cultural
gems. Foodies, this is your time to taste original flavors straight from local sources.
History buffs, this is your time to ...

Price: 146,96 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=24380P1111

Private Modena Cultural Gems Half-Day Trip: Tastings & Highlights with a Local

Hop on your local host's car and embark on a picturesque journey through Italy's
countryside. A day trip to Modena must have a Balsamic Vinegar tasting, and this
experience takes you to meet a family that has been on the balsamic business for
generations. Discover how Traditional Balsamic Vinegar ...

Price: 172,30 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=24380P1112

Private Modena Day Trip for Foodies: Highlights, Cheese & Balsamic with a Local

Hop on your local host's car and admire beautiful landscapes of Italy's countryside.
Welcome to the heart of Parmigiano Reggiano land! Visit a Parmigiano factory where
you can see the original production of the King of cheeses. Taste different ages of
this famous cheese and other milky products. A ...

Price: 197,64 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=24380P1113
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Bolognaâ€™s Wine & Bites Walking Tour with a Local

Imagine sipping delicious Italian wine in an authentic bar filled with locals. Let a local
host in Bologna make this your reality! Discover Bologna?s relaxing bars and blend
in with the regulars while you enjoy delicious local wine paired with Italian bites. 7
delicious tastings included.Start your ...

Price: 82,10 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=24380P1114

Ravenna's Heritage Highlights Private Day Trip with a Local

How much Italian heritage can you pack into one day? The answer is ?a lot? when
you go on a private day trip to the fabulous city of Ravenna! Your friendly and
knowledgeable local host will be by your side as you travel by train from Bologna, to
show you all the iconic sights and help bring history ...

Price: 206,76 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=24380P1229

Bologna â€‹by Private Night Tour: Highlights & Hidden Gems

As the soft evening light falls across the city?s sights, follow your local host to
discover local gems. From the ?beating heart? piazza of Bologna itself, where the
city?s best open-air market once came to life, to one of the largest Gothic Cathedrals
in the world, your host will point out some of ...

Price: 51,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=24380P1554

Colombia

Air ticket office tour transfers booking hotel passports insurance car rental automóvil
coach tour sea holidays honeymoonAir ticket office tour transfers booking hotel
passports insurance car rental automóvil coach tour sea holidays
honeymoonDeparture from Bologna transfer to Santa Marta presos ...

Price: 1.700,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=244492P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private 3-Hour transfer from Bologna to Ancona

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Bologna to Ancona. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Ancona. You can choose
between two comfortable types of ...

Price: 316,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P204

Private transfer from Bologna to Ferrara

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Bologna to Ferrara. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Ferrara. You can choose
between two comfortable types of ...

Price: 118,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P206

Private Transfer from Bologna to Parma

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Bologna to Parma. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Parma. You can choose
between two comfortable types of ...

Price: 170,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P207

Private Transfer from Bologna to Forte dei Marmi

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Bologna to Forte dei Marmi. An expert
driver will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Forte dei
Marmi. You can choose between two ...

Price: 285,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P210
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna to Modena

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Bologna to Modena. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Modena. You can choose
between two comfortable types of ...

Price: 88,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P211

Private Transfer from Bologna to Piacenza

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Bologna to Piacenza. An expert driver
will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Piacenza. You can
choose between two comfortable types of ...

Price: 224,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P216

Private Transfer from Bologna to Ravenna

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Bologna to Ravenna. An expert driver
will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Ravenna. You can
choose between two comfortable types of ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P219

Bologna to Reggio Emilia Private Transfer

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Bologna to Reggio Emilia. An expert
driver will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Reggio Emilia.
You can choose between two comfortable ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P220
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

1h30-Hour Private Transfer from Bologna to Rimini

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Bologna to Rimini. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Rimini. You can choose
between two comfortable types of ...

Price: 207,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P221

Private Transfer from Bologna to Riccione

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Bologna to Riccione. An expert driver
will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Riccione. You can
choose between two comfortable types of ...

Price: 208,80 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P222

Bologna Walks

A mecca for foodies and music lovers, Bologna is a bustling city that hosts Europe's
oldest university and features countless historic and architectural treasures. Starting
from Piazza Maggiore, the city?s medieval heart, you?ll explore the major landmarks
that recount Bologna?s splendid past and ...

Price: 154,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P303

Bologna Food Tour

Europe?s oldest university town has a reputation as a foodie mecca, being home to
some of the world?s most-loved Italian specialties, including lasagne, tagliatelle with
ragù sauce, meat-filled tortellini and hearty red wines. With this tour, your guide will
take you to the streets of Bologna to ...

Price: 238,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247562P304
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Secret Bologna with and like a local

During our time togheter i will introduce you Bologna, also showing you the hidden
places of the town, which usually tourists miss. We will have a walk around Bologna,
and i will tell you the secrets of this town. I will also suggest you restaurant, food
shops and shops of the town, where to go and ...

Price: 29,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247683P1

Food markets tour with a local!

I will bring you to the typical and local food markets. We will go shopping in the best
food shops of Bologna, where usually locals go. We will taste local salumi, local
cheese and home-made pasta, and local wine of course! We will go also to a special
ancient indoor market, where you can buy ...

Price: 29,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=247683P2

At home, with the family - Cooking Class

There is all the warmth of Emilia in pulling the sheet. From tagliatelle to tortellini, from
passatelli to imperial soup, learn the art of puff pastry rolled with a rolling pin.There is
all the warmth of Emilia in pulling the sheet. From tagliatelle to tortellini, from
passatelli to imperial soup, ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=252316P1

Memorable Photoshoot+Video (@saffronmaan)

I would take you to the most interesting spots with the characteristics of Bologna and
her signs and make it more fun, I would tell you some secrets of Bologna as local
only knows ;) Food is part of Bolognese culture and I would recommend local places
to eat. The photoshoot is so easy and friendly ...

Price: 70,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=256232P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Wine Walking Tour

keywords: slowness, friendship and authenticity. This tour does not offer standard
guides and itineraries but wants to offer an immersion in the little-told places that are
at the same time pillars of the history of Bologna. It wants to be a personalized, warm
and authentic tour for this reason who ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=265244P1

Transfer from Bologna Airport to Koper

Best prices for more than one passenger.We pick you up at the Bologna Airport and
drop you off in front of your hotel, apartment, hostel, or bus station, in Koper. There is
no "waiting time window"Best prices for more than one passenger.We pick you up at
the Bologna Airport and drop you off in ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=269097P8

Private walking and foodie tour of Bologna

Join your private guide for an immersion into the unique atmosphere of Bologna
made of a special mixture of history, culture and great food. Indulge yourself in
tasting amazing local food delights that makes Bologna a real foodie jewel and visit
unique monuments and historical shops. Visit Basilica ...

Price: 115,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=269399P27

Private tour of Ferrari Museum, Pavarotti House and Balsamic Vinegar production

Enjoy a private tour to three Modena myths. You'll discover the production of the
Balsamic Vinegar of Modena. Visit the House Museum of Luciano Pavarotti and the
Ferrari Museum Maranello. Lastly, taste local products and the famous Tortellini with
a typical lunch. Enjoy a private tour to three ...

Price: 293,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=269399P29
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Food Walking tour

Take small pieces of Paradise home, one bite at a time. Walk with a private guide
through the center of Bologna, tasting the culture and tradition of the culinary art of
Bologna. Between stories and tastings of Bolognese specialties.Excite your senses
visiting the foodie market Mercato di Mezzo and ...

Price: 96,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=269399P40

Private Airport Transfer from Bologna Airport to Bologna City 

You will have professional and English-speaking drivers and luxurious, comfortable
and brand new Mercedes cars with air-conditioning (our cars are not older than 2
years old). No waiting time at the airport, bottle of water served on board. Maximize
your experience while minimizing the cost and ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=269399P43

Private Transfer from Bologna to Bologna Airport

We propose you a private transfer from Bologna to Bologna airport.You will have
professional and English-speaking drivers and luxurious, comfortable and brand new
Mercedes cars with air-conditioning (our cars are not older than 2 years old). Bottle
of water served on board. Maximize your experience ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=269399P44

Return Private Transfer from Bologna to Fico Eataly World

Professional English speaking drivers, luxury, comfortable and brand new Mercedes
cars with air-conditioning (our cars are maximum 2 years old).You can decide on
your own at what time you want to be picked up again and transferred to your hotel
or accommodation. No waiting time, bottle of water ...

Price: 106,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=269399P45
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Half Day Tour to Ferrari town Maranello From Bologna

We propose you a private transfer from Bologna to Maranello, Ferrari Town.You will
have professional and English-speaking drivers and luxurious, comfortable and
brand new Mercedes cars with air-conditioning (our cars are not older than 2 years
old). Enjoy the visit of Ferrari attractions while the ...

Price: 283,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=269399P49

Private Chauffered Services from Bologna to the Adriatic Coast

Book your Private Chauffeured Services to from Bologna City/Airport to the Adriatic
Coast Sites. That's the most comfortable, fast and safe way to get to your final
destination!Our sanitized vehicles won't be shared with any other passenger during
the transportation and you'll get straight to your ...

Price: 120,60 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=278891P3

Bologna For Literature Lovers

Calling all booklovers to the city, which encloses the oldest university in the world, to
join one of our book-mad hosts and discover why the city?s nickname, la dotta (the
learned one), extends far beyond its academic past. Among the locals you?ll also
find many writers, musicians, filmmakers and ...

Price: 68,95 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P221

Family Day In Bologna With A Local: Private & Personalized

You?ll join one of our friendly Bologna hosts who will lead you through this medieval
walled city, sharing with you the spots where your tribe can climb old turrets and
discover underground archeological sites. There?s so much here to keep your kids
entertained - we don?t all adore galleries and ...

Price: 91,93 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P222
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Vegan Food Experience In La Grassa

You?ll join one of our friendly hosts and explore the plant-based side of Bologna,
which few visitors taste! Begin your experience by strolling through the Botanical
Gardens, getting a feel for the indigenous plants that grow there. Afterward, you
might like to try out one of the innovative vegan ...

Price: 121,80 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P223

A Full Day In Bologna With A Local: Private & Personalized

Follow one of our friendly hosts around the walled medieval city as they show you
the best of what their home has to offer. You?ll feel as if you?re exploring the vibrant
piazzas and cobbled stone streets with a friend as you pop into stores, marvel at the
towering turrets of the Due Torri and ...

Price: 147,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P224

Must See Bologna With A Local: Private & Personalized

You?ll spend the better part of a day with one of our friendly hosts in the
terracotta-tiled, student-filled, food capital that is Bologna! You might begin your day
with a shot of strong espresso in one of the coffee bars under the portici (covered
walkways) before ambling past an exquisite theatre ...

Price: 103,41 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P225

Kickstart Your Trip To Bologna With A Local: Private & Personalized

You?ll spend a wonderful few hours with one of our hosts getting yourself orientated
in what many consider to be Italy?s food capital. Spend your time together strolling
through the arcaded streets while taking in some of the city?s best-known sites. Feel
refreshed with some ice-cold prosecco or ...

Price: 57,45 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P226
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Ultimate Bologna Food Experience: Private And Personalized

You?ll follow your host as you eat your way around Italy?s food capital ? Bologna!
Browse through historic markets, salumerie (delis), bars and specialty stores and
discover the Mercato di Mezzo, the oldest market in the city. Seasonal produce is
king, and you?ll notice, smell and taste the ...

Price: 121,80 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P227

Discover Bologna's Best Kept Secrets

Join one of our hosts to discover the secret places in Bologna loved by its locals!
Follow them through the labyrinth of cobbled stoned and portico-covered streets and
reveal the best pieces of local street art, the coziest bars, most down-to-earth
eateries and the city?s vibrant student culture. ...

Price: 68,95 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P228

A Half Day In Bologna With A Local: Private & Personalized

Although half a day could never be enough to absorb all that is Bologna, with a host
by your side, you can make the most of the time you have. Float on cloud nine as
you nibble on a pistachio biscuit, drink prosecco at a bar with tables scattered across
a piazza or get your walking shoes on and ...

Price: 91,93 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P229

Eat Like A Local In Bologna: Private And Personalized

Ah, bella Italia, how we adore your dedication to delicious food. Bologna is known as
Italy?s food capital, and the only thing better than good food is good food and good
company. So you?ll join one of our friendly local hosts to enjoy dinner together at a
local osteria, indulging in great food, ...

Price: 121,80 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P230
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Day Trip To Modena From Bologna

The hauntingly beautiful architecture and a legacy of food-culture that make Modena
the ideal destination for a day trip! After a quick 30-minute train ride from Bologna,
you will follow your host through its quaint, cobbled streets, starting your day in the
ancient city center. You?ll find the ...

Price: 193,03 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P387

Bologna: Christmas With A Local Host

On this private and personalised experience, discover the traditions and gourmet
treats that make the festive season in Bologna so special as you explore Christmas
markets and beautifully decorated medieval porticos. Wander through Bologna's
historic streets draped in twinkling lights and ...

Price: 114,90 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P408

Private And Personalized Experience: See Bologna With A Local

Follow one of our friendly hosts around the walled medieval city as they show you
the best of what their home has to offer. You?ll feel as if you?re exploring the vibrant
piazzas and cobbled stone streets with a friend as you pop into stores, marvel at the
towering turrets of the Due Torri and ...

Price: 57,45 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=30791P620

2-Hour Bike Tour of Bologna

A two-hour long bike tour to show you the most attractive sites of Bologna. Bologna
is an easy-to-ride city boasting beautiful arcade-lined streets and medieval buildings.
Riding on our bikes, you'll discover the Archiginnasio (the oldest university in the
world), the charm of Piazza Maggiore, the ...

Price: 38,52 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

2-hour Walking Tour of Bologna

Enjoy the historical and cultural heritage of Bologna in a walking tour of 2 hours!Visit
its Medieval squares and the main landmarks of the city, from Piazza Maggiore and
its impressive unfinished cathedral, the Basilica San Petronio, to the 2 Towers, main
symbol of the city. You'll also learn the ...

Price: 25,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P10

Food Tasting Walking tour of Bologna

Bologna is best known worldwide not only for its University, the oldest one in Europe,
its never-ending porticos and its historic and artistic heritage, but also for its culinary
culture and tradition. Fondly called ?The Fat one? by locals, Bologna has indeed
become the Italian capital city of ...

Price: 50,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P11

Ice-Cream Bike Tour in Bologna

A bike tour to combine the incredibly rich and vast historic and cultural heritage of
Bologna with its likewise famous and delicious ice-cream! You will admire the
incredible characteristics of Bologna?s architecture, like the famous porticoes and
the ancient defensive towers and be fascinated by ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P12

E-Bike tour on the hills of Bologna

This tour is a real fun and eco-friendly adventure: in just a few minutes you will find
yourselves not only out of the city but in a whole different reality: high grounds where
everything changes, and everything is possible, where simple surroundings become
amazing passages and riveting views.Once ...

Price: 75,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P14
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bike Tour of Bologna for Instagram

The first visit to Bologna is always an exciting discovery; some fall in love with its
narrow and ancient streets; some enjoy walking under its magic and never-ending
porticos and yet some just relax with a glass of wine and a dish of cold cuts. This
amazing bike tour offers to the photography ...

Price: 30,41 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P15

Walking Tour of Ferrara

Ferrara reached its peak in importance and richness during the Renaissence
Evidence of its golden era can be found everywhere in the city: among its streets,
sprinkled by dozens of monumental buildings and churches, amongst charming and
amazing cloisters and gardens. Declared a Unesco Heritage ...

Price: 35,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P16

Walking Tour of Bologna for Instagram

The first visit to Bologna is always an exciting discovery; some fall in love with its
narrow and ancient streets; some enjoy walking under its magic and never-ending
porticos and yet some just relax with a glass of wine and a dish of cold cuts. This
amazing tour offers to the photography ...

Price: 25,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P18

Off-road cycling tour from Bologna to Florence

Ride through the magnificent landscapes of the Apennine MountainsCombine sport,
culture, and excellent Tuscan and Emilia-Romagna foodExplore a lesser-known part
of Italy Ride through the magnificent landscapes of the Apennine MountainsCombine
sport, culture, and excellent Tuscan and Emilia-Romagna ...

Price: 950,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P19
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Street Art BikeTour in Bologna

Bologna is, and has always been, a cultural and social avant- garde city, thus it?s not
surprising that the most famous ?Street Art? artists have impressed their maverick
art on its walls, perfectly embedded within Bologna?s urban context. This Bike tour
follows this long artistic streak: you?ll ...

Price: 35,48 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P2

Food & Wine Tasting Tour Bologna

Three hours to explore Bologna's artistic and architectural wonders and taste the
renowned local cuisine. Walk 'n Ride takes you right to the heart of the city to show
you its most fascinating highlights and pique your culinary interest! The tour includes
3 tastings of typical products, washed down ...

Price: 65,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P20

2.3-Hour Bologna Historic Tour by Bike with Food Tasting

With this bike tour we offer you the chance to see Bologna's historical and artistic
heritage and also enjoy its local products and delicatessen.Don't miss the opportunity
to taste our famous aperitivo and a selection of typical cold cuts, and make a toast
with a glass of wine or beer!With this ...

Price: 65,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P22

Private Tour Classic Bologna

Our certified tour guides will accompany you through a journey of discovery of
Bologna?s main highlights, taking a leap in time you will relive its ancient culture,
history and way of life. You will understand the reason behind all its Porticos and you
will remain in awe before its Old Port and ...

Price: 304,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P5
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Ferrara Bike Tour

Ferrara is the italian ?city of bikes?! Declared Unesco heritage site due to its well
preserved city centre, in Ferrara you'll admire stunning palaces built by the famous
Este family, such as the Estense Castle, now the symbol of the city, and the
gorgeous Palazzo dei Diamanti.Ferrara is the ...

Price: 39,53 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P7

Private Food Tasting Bike Tour Bologna

The amazing historical and cultural heritage of Bologna is maybe surpassed by the
fame and relevance of its gastronomic culture, to which its status as Gastronomic
Capital is due. . How could we not unite both outstanding elements in a unique and
unforgettable experience? We?ll ride you through the ...

Price: 385,14 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=32560P9

Best walking tour of Bologna

Welcome to the magical city of Bologna! On this 2-hour walking tour, you will get to
experience the architectural wonders of the city, which offers every style, from
Gothic, to Baroque, to Renaissance to Classical. Our tour begins at the Archiginnasio
Palace, which serves as the main office ...

Price: 120,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=35344P74

Motormania Tour

From Lamborghini to Ducati and Ferrari, Italian sport cars are acclaimed all around
the world. When in Bologna, take this 5-hours private tour and visit two nearby car
museums or sports car collections to learn everything about those worldwide famous
vehicles. As the tour is private, what you see ...

Price: 476,36 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=35981P9
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna : a walk into history

Bologna is the city where the first university of the Western world was founded. It is
known as the city of music, culture and food. In this tour you will discover which
historical periods significantly marked the history and architecture of Bologna.
Walking through its narrow streets is the best ...

Price: 110,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=39477P1

Private tour of Bologna with a local guide

Through this walking tour led by an expert local guide, you will have the chance to
visit one of the most beautiful (and rich in history) cities of the whole Italy. The
itinerary starts with Piazza Maggiore and its civic palaces. In the square is also
the Fountain of Neptune, with the precious late ...

Price: 252,37 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=39613P166

Chianti Classic Tour and Tasting from Bologna

The earliest documentation of a Chianti wine dates back to the 13th century when
viticulture was known to flourish in the Chianti Mountains around Florence. The first
definition of a wine region called Chianti was made in 1716. Wines labelled "Chianti
Classico" come from the largest sub-area of ...

Price: 339,53 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=39613P44

2.5-hour Bologna City and University Walking Tour

This is a truly unique tour which will take you to discover the history of the oldest
university in Europe. Bologna's academic history dates back to the 11th century and
is has the first university to be built in all of Europe.This is a truly unique tour which
will take you to discover the history ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=39613P59
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna: 2-Hour Private Guided Walking Tour

Join this guided tour of Bologna?s old center, one of the best preserved in Europe.
You'll walk through fascinating squares and welcoming typical arcades, and have the
chance to visit historical churches and stunning ancient palazzi.Join this guided tour
of Bologna?s old center, one of the best ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=39613P83

The Charcuterie Museum: Private Tour and Tasting from Bologna

If you're visiting Bologna and are passionate about authentic Italian food and wine
culture, then this is an experience you can't miss. You must have heard about (and
tasted) the famous Parma Ham before, but here is an opportunity to know where it,
how it got the DOP (in English, PDO: protected ...

Price: 159,64 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=39613P84

Private Ravenna Tour with Transport from Bologna

On this private guided walking tour, you'll explore the fascinating city of Ravenna,
known for its well-preserved late Roman and Byzantine architecture and for its eight
UNESCO World Heritage Sites. You'll be amazed by its stunning mosaics and its
history.On this private guided walking tour, you'll ...

Price: 319,26 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=39613P85

From Bologna: 3-hour Private Guided Ferrara Tour

With this private guided tour of Ferrara, you will enjoy the most important treasures of
the city. The town of Ferrara is characterised by broad streets and numerous palaces
dating back to the 14th and 15th centuries, when it hosted the court of the House of
Este. For its beauty and cultural ...

Price: 278,72 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=39613P86
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Arrival Private Transfer Bologna Airport BLQ to Bologna City by Business Car

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Bologna Guglielmo
Marconi International Airport BLQ to your Hotel in Bologna City Center by private
vehicle and reach your final destination relaxed and ...

Price: 40,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=40381P385

Departure Private Transfer: Bologna City to Bologna Airport BLQ by Business Car

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from your Hotel in Bologna
City to Bologna Guglielmo Marconi International Airport BLQ by private vehicle and
reach your final destination relaxed and refreshed.Why ...

Price: 40,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=40381P386

Arrival Private Transfer Bologna Airport BLQ to Bologna City by Business Van

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Bologna Guglielmo
Marconi International Airport BLQ to your Hotel in Bologna City Center by private
vehicle and reach your final destination relaxed and ...

Price: 60,82 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=40381P387

Departure Private Transfer: Bologna City to Bologna Airport BLQ by Business Van

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from your Hotel in  Bologna
City to Bologna Guglielmo Marconi International Airport BLQ by private vehicle and
reach your final destination relaxed and refreshed.Why ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=40381P388
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Arrival Private Transfer Bologna Airport BLQ to Modena or Verona by Business Car

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Bologna Guglielmo
Marconi International Airport BLQ to your Hotel in Modena or Verona City Center by
private vehicle and reach your final destination relaxed ...

Price: 105,88 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=40381P389

Arrival Private Transfer Bologna Airport BLQ to Modena or Verona by Business Van

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Bologna Guglielmo
Marconi International Airport BLQ to your Hotel in  Modena or Verona City Center by
private vehicle and reach your final destination relaxed ...

Price: 141,17 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=40381P391

Arrival Private Transfer Bologna Airport BLQ to San Marino by Business Car

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Bologna Guglielmo
Marconi International Airport BLQ to your Hotel in San Marino City Center by private
vehicle and reach your final destination relaxed and ...

Price: 276,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=40381P396

Arrival Private Transfer Bologna Airport BLQ to San Marino by Business Van

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Bologna Guglielmo
Marconi International Airport BLQ to your Hotel in San Marino City Center by private
vehicle and reach your final destination relaxed and ...

Price: 357,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=40381P398
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna traditional food tour - Do Eat Better Experience

The Do Eat Better Experience food tour is a walking tour in at least 4 stops, around
the historical center of Bologna. The tourist is guided by a "Foodie", a local "buddy"
able to explain every detail of the selected restaurants, their preparations, and the
relevant history/curiosities. Do Eat ...

Price: 76,02 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=51159P20

Summer/Autumn 2020 - Antagonist Tour: Lambo&Ferrari Museums, Pagani Factory

Discover the three best Italian Supercars' producers. In Pagani you will see with your
eyes how a supercar is built, through the hands of the workers that realize a Pagani
car!The new ?Lamborghini Museum of Technologies? is an amazing journey through
the history, prototypes, special models and ...

Price: 250,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=55504P11

Summer/Autumn 2020 - Ferrari World: Museums & Factory tour

The Ferrari Museums and factory tour are an exciting journey into the world of the
Prancing Horse at the Ferrari headquarters, Maranello and Enzo Ferrari birth place in
Modena. MIN. PEOPLE REQUESTED: 2 The Ferrari Museums and factory tour are
an exciting journey into the world of the Prancing Horse ...

Price: 235,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=55504P12

Summer/Autumn 2020 - Cars&Food: Lambo,Ferrari&Maserati, Parmesan&BalsamicVinegar

Discover the three best Italian Supercars' producers. In Pagani you will see with your
eyes how a supercar is built, through the hands of the workers that realize a Pagani
car!The new ?Lamborghini Museum of Technologies? is an amazing journey through
the history, prototypes, special models and ...

Price: 235,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=55504P13
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Food tour: Parmesan Cheese Balsamic Vinegar Red Wine, delicious lunch

This tour is a fantastic opportunity to discover how some of our food specialities are
produced. It's very interesting to learn all the phases of the parmesan cheese
production. This tour finishes first with the visit to the storage, where hundreds of
wheels sleeps and then with a tasting of ...

Price: 210,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=55504P6

Bologna Segway Tour

? 3-hour Segway tour lead by an expert local guide  ? See top Bologna attractions
including: Bologna's stunning medieval center, Basilica di Santo Stefano, Piazza
Minghetti, Fountain of Neptune, Seven Churches, Torre degli Asinelli and Torre della
Garsenda  ? Hear tales of colorful history from a ...

Price: 111,49 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=5620BOLOGNASEGWAY

Private Arrival transfer: Bologna airport to Siena hotel

Book a private arrival transfer from the Bologna Airport to your Siena accommodation
so you won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport. This hassle-free
airport transportation service gives you peace of mind, letting you start your Italy
vacation on a good note.Book a private ...

Price: 160,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=5919P432

Private Arrival Transfer: Bologna Airport to Florence Hotel

Book a private arrival transfer from Bologna Airport to your Florence accommodation
so you won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport. This hassle-free
airport transportationservice gives you peace of mind, letting you start your Italy
vacation on a good note.Book a private ...

Price: 127,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=5919P434
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Ferrari Lamborghini Pagani Factory and Museum Day Tour from Bologna

For an unforgettable experience, enjoy an exclusive tour with us. The tour in the
famous Motor Valley of Emilia Romagna is an experience to live intensely: we will
take you on an incredible journey through the "Land of Motors" to visit the factories of
production and museums of the most famous ...

Price: 325,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=60375P10

Ferrari Lamborghini Maserati Museums-Parmigiano Cheese & Balsamic Vinegar Tour 

Give yourself an exciting day with engines and flavors famous all over the world! A
tour to discover the legendary supercars and the world famous foods: you will can
visit the Ferrari Museum, the "Casa Enzo Ferrari" Museum, the Lamborghini
Museum and a wonderful private collection of Maserati cars; ...

Price: 280,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=60375P12

Ferrari & Enzo Ferrari Museums - Lamborghini Museum & Factory Tour from Bologna

Give yourself an exciting day with our tour to discover the legendary Ferrari and
Lamborghini supercars: you will can visit the Ferrari Museum, the "Casa Enzo
Ferrari" Museum, the Lamborghini Factory and Museum. Also you will delight with a
lunch of typical Italian flavor and you will have the ...

Price: 289,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=60375P14

Ferrari Ducati Lamborghini Factory and Museum Day Tour from Bologna

A tour that motoring enthusiasts and super-luxury cars can't miss. The Motor Valley
of Emilia Romagna is an experience to live intensely: we will take you on an
incredible journey through the "Land of Motors" to visit the factories of the most
famous Italian supercars and motobikes in the world: ...

Price: 325,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=60375P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Pagani Ducati Lamborghini Factory and Museum Day Tour from Bologna

For an unforgettable experience, enjoy an Exclusive Tour in the
famous Motorvalley in Emilia Romagna. We will transfer you from Bologna and we
will take you on an incredible journey through the "Land of Motors" to visit the
factories of production and the fascinating museums of the most famous ...

Price: 355,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=60375P3

Lamborghini Full Day Experience: Test Drive, Lunch, Lamborghini Gadget included

The Lamborghini Full Day Experience tour will offers you a fantastic day to live the
emotions of one of most famous brand in the world: "LAMBORGHINI". You will visit
the famous LAMBORGHINI MUSEUM and the LAMBORGHINI FACTORY in
Sant'Agata Bolognese. You will feel a strong emotion and the adrenaline ...

Price: 2.800,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=60375P9

Bologna Food Tour from a local perspective

Live like a local, escape the tourists with Delicious Bologna!A walking food tour in
Bologna, 6 stops at some historical shops to taste the traditional Bolognese food
such as tortellini, ragù, mortadella, local wine and much more...We lead you in some
small family run shops, away from the tourist ...

Price: 91,22 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=60949P1

Private Photo Session with a Local Photographer in Bologna

Want to capture your amazing honeymoon? Family vacation while the kids are still
little? Your perfect couples retreat from everyday busy life? A solo trip without asking
strangers to take pictures of you? Stop searching, we got you here!We are the
largest network of local vacation photographers in ...

Price: 224,62 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=63511P701
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Tour: Emilia-Romagna Hot Air Balloon Flight with Transport from Bologna

Climb aboard for a private hot air balloon flight over Italy?s beautiful Emilia-Romagna
region. Float over rolling hillsides and valleys dotted with vineyards and medieval
castles, including Castello Estense of Ferrara, and toast the experience with a glass
of sparkling wine after landing. ...

Price: 1.959,46 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=6365HABLQ

Italian Food and Museo Ferrari Small Group Tour from Bologna Including Gourmet Lunch

Explore the culinary and motor heritage of Italy?s Emilia-Romagna region on this
full-day tour from Bologna. Traveling by minivan, visit producers of the area?s three
best-known foodstuffs ? Parmigiano-Reggiano (Parmesan cheese), balsamic vinegar
and prosciutto ham? to learn how each is made and ...

Price: 153,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=6372FOODFERR

Small-Group Italian Food and Wine Tour with Gourmet Lunch from Bologna

If you have a passion for food and wine and a craving to learn, you?ve come to the
right place. Come and experience the finest Italian products all in 1 day! Visit
boutique producers of Prosciutto, Parmesan Cheese, Balsamic Vinegar, and wine.
Experience lovely tastes with accompanying wines and ...

Price: 153,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=6372P10

Small-group Italian Food and Wine Tour with Gourmet Lunch from Verona

If you have a passion for food and wine and a craving to learn, you?ve come to the
right place. Come and experience the finest Italian products all in 1 day. This tour will
take you from the city of Verona to Bologna where you will visit boutique producers of
Prosciutto, Parmesan Cheese, Balsamic ...

Price: 203,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=6372P12
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Ferrari, Pagani & Lamborghini Tour from Milan

Shift into high gear on this full-day tour of Italy's Motor Valley from Milan. Ride the
high-speed train to Bologna, and get an inside look into a trio of Italy's marquee
sports car brands at the Lamborghini, Pagani, and Ferrari museums. See how
record-breaking machines are meticulously crafted on ...

Price: 393,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=6372P26

Ferrari, Pagani and Lamborghini Tour from Bologna

Experience Italy's ?Land of Motors? and see some of the world?s finest super cars.
Join this 7-hour tour to the Ferrari Museum in Maranello, the Lamborghini Museum &
Factory in the town of Sant?Agata on the Via Emilia and the brand new Pagani
Factory-Museum! This tour includes entrance fees as well ...

Price: 298,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=6372P4

Bologna Street Food Tour: Taste like locals

This 3.5-hour walking food tour offers five mouth-watering tastings. While exploring
wide and narrow alleys in the maze of the Bologna Medieval Market, you will literally
taste Bologna?s essence, touring five hidden food gems that we have carefully
selected to give you an authentic local ...

Price: 79,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=6372P7

Bologna By Run: Sightseeing Running Tours

With our sightseeing running tours you will breathe in the magic that is Bologna and
be part of its ancient and medieval history. Far from the anxieties of traditional
tourism, your adventure with your running guide will be unforgettable as you learn
about Bologna, feel good, and better appreciate ...

Price: 35,14 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=67000P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Private Walking Tour

Bologna dates back to 1000 BC and has played an important role in the world?s
history. With a history of almost 3000 years one can only imagine how much there is
to tell! It is a bustling city displays beautiful sites and is home to the first university in
the world, and is still to this day, a ...

Price: 135,14 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=6718P12

Little Pizzaiolo: Pizza class for all the Family at a Cesarina's home in Bologna

Kids love Pizza, in Italy you are in the perfect place where you can learn from the
best! Did you know that Pizza is part of the tradition of every Italian family? Every
mamma prepares her own special pizza in the oven at home!Ready to get your
hands dirty?Learn how to prepare pizza in its regional ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P1005

Young Italian Chefs: Kidsâ€™ Pasta Class at a Cesarina's home in Bologna

Would you like to discover the authentic side of Italy and to have a great time with all
the family? This kids friendly cooking class will be a great choice.Learn to prepare
the icon of the Italian gastronomy: the Pasta.Your children will love learning how to
roll fresh pasta by hand as they ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P1006

The art of the Italian Aperitivo with a local: Learn & Enjoy in Bologna

Your day in Bologna is just winding down, the sun's about to set... It's time for an
Aperitivo. This glamorous Italian tradition is loved all over the world, and this is your
chance to learn how to prepare it for yourself, the perfect souvenir.  Preparing the
perfect aperitivo is an art; you will ...

Price: 105,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P112
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Share your Pasta Love: Small group Pasta and Tiramisu class in Bologna

You can't visit Italy without trying at least one pasta dish... So, we'll teach you
two!Learn how to roll 'sfoglia' (fresh pasta) by hand and how to prepare 2 simple
different kinds of pasta (filled pasta + fresh pasta) from scratch with your Cesarina.
As the icing on the cake you will learn to ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P1124

Small Group Market tour and Cooking class in Bologna

Italy has a vast and varied culinary heritage, and our local hosts are proud to share
its hidden secrets. Share your passion for Italian gastronomy with other lovely
guests, immerse yourself in the vibrant local market and enjoy an authentic hands-on
cooking class.You'll visit the local market with ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P1134

Small Group Market tour and Dining Experience at a Cesarina's home in Bologna 

Would you like to discover the most authentic side of Italian gastronomy and share it
with other enthusiasts of the ?cucina italiana??Enjoy this shared Market tour and
typical Dining experience.Visit the vibrant local market and learn about the seasonal
produce and secret ingredients.Then, head to ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P1135

Name your recipe:Food Market Tour and Workshop with a Local Home Cook in Bologna

Have you ever been to a local market and traditional food shop in Italy? This is your
chance to visit a market with a local expert, choose your most inspiring ingredients,
and create and name your very own two recipes.  Go food shopping with your host
and choose 3-5 staple ingredients that capture ...

Price: 155,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P129
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Local market visit and dining experience at a local's home in Bologna

Visit the vibrant local market and immerse yourself in a private dining experience at a
local's home, enjoy an exclusive cooking demo and taste authentic Bologna recipes
treasured in family cookbooks passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the
warmth of Italian hospitality as you connect with ...

Price: 139,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P15

Master of Pasta: Cooking Class & Recipe Book by Cesarine and Slow Flood

Would you like to become a master of Pasta making? Bologna is the place to be.
This city is one of Europe's food capitals and is home to the iconic Tortellini and
Tagliatelle.Learn how to roll 'sfoglia' (fresh pasta) by hand and how to prepare 2
simple different kinds of pasta (filled pasta + fresh ...

Price: 175,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P1541

Virtual Cooking Class: Ravioli variations with classic tomato sauce

With this interactive and fun virtual cooking class, learn how to make one of the most
iconic Italian dishes, Ravioli, without ever travelling to Italy. Your expert Italian
Mamma shows you in real-time how to make this popular recipe step by step in your
own kitchen, and a live class allows you to ...

Price: 32,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P1568

Local market visit and private cooking class at a local's home in Bologna

Visit the vibrant local market and the traditional food shops with a local home cook
and immerse yourself in a private cooking class at a local's home, learn the secrets
of the most famous dishes of Bologna cuisine and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by local wines. During the lesson, ...

Price: 189,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P21
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Pasta-Making Class at a local's home with lunch or dinner in Bologna

Immerse yourself in a private pasta-making class at the Cesarina's home, learn the
secrets of the region's most famous pasta dishes and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by a glass of local wine. You'll have a fully equipped workstation with
utensils and ingredients and your local host ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P325

Hire your local home cook in Bologna

Want to entertain your friends and family in your home away from home? Le
Cesarine is your perfect solution; our expert local home cooks will come to your
accommodation to create an authentic culinary experience you'll never forget. Put
your feet up and relax with your loved ones while our Cesarina ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P407

Small-group Tortellini Class at a local's home with lunch or dinner in Bologna

If you go to Bologna, you have to try the fresh pasta the city is famous for: tiny
handmade tortellini!. Let a local explain the art of pasta-making to you!We are the
?Cesarine?, the Emperors of the kitchen, Italy?s oldest network of home cooks. We
have seen our mothers and grandmothers prepare ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P445

Private Tortellino Masterclass at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Bologna

Steal the secrets of Bologna's most iconic pasta straight from its creators. Learn how
to fold the perfect Tortellino and taste the unique flavour of a thousand years of
Italian history. Immerse yourself in the Italian culinary tradition and discover a new
side of Bologna. Cooking courses are an ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P451
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Lasagna Masterclass at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Bologna

Seize the opportunity to master the definitive comfort food: learn the handed-down
recipe of the true Lasagna alla bolognese and enjoy its unforgettable, glorious taste.
Experience the regional traditions of everyday Italy and discover Bologna's cuisine
like a local. Cooking Classes are a ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P455

Private Tagliatelle Masterclass at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Bologna

Feel the magic of one of Bologna's simplest pleasures. Enjoy your tagliatelle after the
class, and prepare it for your family and friends when you get home!Learn how to
prepare Tagliatelle al Ragù - one of the most typical regional dishes. Shape your
golden ribbons of fresh egg pasta whilst ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P459

Dining experience at a local's home in Bologna with cooking demo

Immerse yourself in a private dining experience at a local's home, enjoy an exclusive
show cooking and taste authentic Bologna recipes treasured in family cookbooks
passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the warmth of Italian hospitality as you
connect with local people. Enjoy a 4-course menu ...

Price: 85,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P5

Private Pasta & Tiramisu Class at a local's home with tasting in Bologna

Immerse yourself in a private pasta and tiramisu-making class in a welcoming
home, learn the secrets of the region's most famous pasta dishes and tiramisu and
taste the fruit of your labour for lunch or dinner accompanied by local wines. - During
this private lesson, you will learn how to prepare 2 ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P688
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Pizza & Tiramisu Class at a local's home with tasting in Bologna

Don't lose the opportunity to become a "pizzaiolo" (pizza-maker) and a great tiramisu
maker! Enter a local home, connect with an expert home cook and discover how
Italian mamma and nonnas used to prepare awesome pizza at home.With this
private hands-on cooking class, you will learn how to make ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P793

Private cooking class at a local's home with lunch or dinner in Bologna

Immerse yourself in Italy's culture with this hands-on cooking class held in a local
home and led by an expert Italian home cook. Learn the secrets of the most iconic
Bologna dishes and taste the fruit of your labour for lunch or dinner with local wines
included.You'll have a fully equipped ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P9

Small-group Street food tour in Bologna

Dive into Bologna like a local foodie. Explore your Cesarina's most trusted artisanal
food shops, tasting as you go. Visit a selection of small local shops, learn about the
typical products of the city while tasting them. A delicious way to discover Bologna
and its gastronomy! ? Street food tasting ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P972

New Year's Eve Dinner with a local family in Bologna

Ring in the New year like the Italians do! In Italy, Capodanno (New Year's) is a time
of feasting, toasting and celebrating with your nearest and dearest. When you're
travelling over the holidays, why not enter into the spirit of the celebrations together
with local people?Every family has their ...

Price: 135,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=68460P995
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Cook Like locals in Bologna

Do you wish to have your hands-on? If you like to live an authentic culinary
experience and spend few hours having fun and learning some secrets about Italian
food in a real Italian kitchen, come and cook with us.Join me on this one of a kind
Italian cooking experience in Bologna. From market to ...

Price: 91,90 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=70184P1

Drink Like Locals in Bologna

Are you new in town but want to spend the evening getting to know new friends? Are
you in Bologna and wish to have a fun evening with locals and international
travelers? Do you want to learn a bit more about Bologna and Emilia Romagna
through its local wines and delicacies?Join us for this ...

Price: 81,09 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=70184P2

Snap Like Locals in Bologna

A photo walking tour with our professional photographer. Charge your camera and
get ready to capture the secrets of Bologna while learning not just about its history,
but also some tricks of the trade from your guide ?  an expert in photography.
Explore the most picturesque corners of this ...

Price: 81,09 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=70184P3

Shop Like Locals in Bologna

Choose a different shopping experience with us. Let?s walk together to Bologna
downtown. Discover with us secret boutiques, meet independent designers or
ancient handicraft producers and bring back home an authentic Italian
atmosphere.Choose a different shopping experience with us. Let?s walk ...

Price: 48,11 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=70184P4
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Walk Like Locals in Bologna

Walk, eat, drink and have fun on this unique adventure to the most famous
Bolognese Hill. In just one afternoon we?ll take you on an epic journey through the
longest porticos in the world, the stunning sanctuary of San Luca and the Way of the
GodsWalk, eat, drink and have fun on this unique ...

Price: 74,33 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=70184P5

Private transfer: Bologna to Bologna Guglielmo Marconi Airport (BLQ)

English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays. Enjoy a
safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? hotel, short-term rental or a
meeting.English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays.
Enjoy a safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? ...

Price: 42,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=70478P205

Private transfer: Bologna Guglielmo Marconi Airport (BLQ) to Bologna

English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays. Enjoy a
safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? hotel, short-term rental or a
meeting.English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays.
Enjoy a safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? ...

Price: 37,10 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=70478P88

Bologna Food Experience: Factory Visits with Gourmet Lunch and Wine Tasting

Friendly family and fun tour without rush.No Bus but comfortable minivan, which pick
you up directly at your hotel or appartment.Generose Tastings of all
products.Breakfast with wine included.Multicourse italian Style lunch with wine
included.Fun and english speaking guide all day.Friendly family ...

Price: 170,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=7174P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Tour of Two Ferrari Museums ,Balsamic Vinegar and Gourmet Lunch 

Our offer includes: ? Pick up with comfortable private car/ minivan? Transfer from
and to Bologna? Guided visit to the Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of Modena House +
tastings of minimum 12 and minimum 25 year-old balsamic? Fast track entrance
ticket for the Ferrari Museum in Maranello? Fast track ...

Price: 350,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=7174P3

Private cooking and tour 7 day all-inclusive vacation in the Apennines

  7 days of private cooking lessons at my mountain retreat  Breakfast, lunch and
dinner Daily wine tastings 6 nights hotel or apartment accommodations  Visiting local
farmers, wine cellars and markets Transportation Private transfer from Bologna or
FlorenceVisit the splendid mountainous region of ...

Price: 2.495,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=75217P10

Private guided 5 day tour in the Apennines with your own chef

4 nights hotel or apartment accommodations 5 days of cooking or dining with private
chef Breakfast, lunch and dinner with chefDaily wine tastingsVisiting local farmers,
wine cellars and marketsGuided tours of local art and cultural sitesNature walks and
picnicsPrivate transportation You will begin ...

Price: 2.495,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=75217P11

Private food, art and nature 7 day all-inclusive tour in the Apennines with Chef

Private guided tourPrivate ChefHotel or apartment accommodations All
inclusiveBreakfast, lunch and dinnerDaily wine tastingsPrivate transportationVisiting
local farmers, wine cellars and marketsVisit area cultural sites and museumsNature
hikes, biking and picnics Visit the splendid mountainous ...

Price: 3.495,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=75217P12
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Your Own Private Cooking Lessons in the Apennines with Chef

CIBO provides only private ?hands-on? instruction, not demonstrations. Learn from
your private professional chef. Working together each day you create new, unique
menus.Perfect for the people who want to learn cooking and to study new cooking
techniques, our 3 day program will cover a great variety ...

Price: 1.000,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=75217P7

Private cooking and more 5 day vacation in the Apennine Mountains

Hotel or apartment accommodations  5 Days of Private cooking lessons at my
mountain retreat on the Apennine Mountains;  Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Daily
wine tastingsVisiting local farmers, wine cellars and markets; Option (included) to
visit the splendid mountainous region of the Apennines, on ...

Price: 1.995,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=75217P8

Live from Bologna: "Tortellini" stuffed pasta Online Cooking Class

Join Daniele and learn how to prepare the typical and famous Tortellini filled pasta in
this fun online cooking class! Discover all the secrets and traditions about filling and
fresh pasta making, and get suggestions on how to cook and season Tortellini as
Italians do!? The class will be conducted ...

Price: 31,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=75909P592

Pasta Masterclass with a Local in Bologna

Learn how to make fresh pasta from scratch in this hands-on cooking class with
Antonio. Whip up tortellini, tagliatelle and tortelloni in a fun and joyful atmosphere!?
Learn how to make fresh Italian pasta by hand? Wine and beer are included, guests
can also BYOB? Cooking class for 1 to 10 people? ...

Price: 56,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=75909P82
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Create Your Own Homemade Pasta with a Professional Pasta Maker in Bologna

Join you host Pio in his kitchen and learn to make fresh Bolognese pasta - from
tagliatelle to tortellini or passatelli - from scratch! In your pasta making lesson you will
learn how to roll, cut and cook pasta for a delightful meal that may include a couple
of dishes prepared in advance. The ...

Price: 150,78 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=7626P176

Learn to Cook Regional Italian Cuisine with a Local in a Rural Estate Home

Join your local host Chiara at her professional, stainless steel kitchen to learn to cook
a creative inspired local and regional Italian meal from Monte San Pietro recipes
passed down from her grandmother. Inspired by innovation in the cooking world, she
is keen on assembling dishes with regional ...

Price: 81,24 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=7626P289

Learn to Make Bolognese Pasta: Private Cooking Lesson in Bologna with Giovanna

Enjoy a private and authentic cooking class in a local Bologna home with your host
Giovanna. This is a perfect experience for anyone looking to connect with local
culture over food. Your cooking class will take place in a local home kitchen where
Giovanna will teach you 2-3 traditional Italian ...

Price: 74,18 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=7626P546

Private Market Tour and Cooking Class in Bologna with a Local in Her Home

Enjoy a private and authentic market tour and cooking class in a local Bologna home
with your host Giovanna, a native who has lived in Bologna for over 60 years. This is
a perfect experience for anyone looking to connect with local culture over food. Start
with a memorable tour of one of Bologna's ...

Price: 105,96 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=7626P547
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Wine Tour and Tasting with an Expert Guide and Sommelier

Meet Michele at the Tenuta la Riva winery for your fun wine adventure! During this
wine tour, discover how wine is made, white, red and sparkling wine. Learn about
where the colors and bubbles come from and how to judge the quality of wine by
understanding its body and how it relates to the regions ...

Price: 58,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=7626P711

Private Tour: Secret Food Tours Bologna

This tour will provide you with an experience above and beyond tasting some of the
best Italian food in places where locals enjoy dining. A combination of flavorful
ingredients, local produce, old-world knowledge and a centuries-old passion for food
is why Bologna is the country's culinary capital. ...

Price: 97,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=7812P130

Secret Food Tours Bologna w/ Private Tour Option

The tour starts at exactly 11:00 AM. We will send you the meeting place details
before the day of the tour. Our culinary tour lasts for 4 hours, and each one involves
some walking, so be sure to bring comfortable footwear. Your guide will stay with you
throughout the tour, and you can make requests ...

Price: 210,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=7812P31

Bologna Airport Transfers : Bologna Airport BLQ to Bologna City in Business Car

Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
driver completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
arrivals terminal of the airport, will offer ...

Price: 46,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P1276
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Airport Transfers : Bologna City to Bologna Airport BLQ in Business Car

Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
chauffeur completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
reception of the hotel, will offer to ...

Price: 46,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P1277

Bologna Airport Transfers : Bologna Airport BLQ to Bologna City in Luxury Van

Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
driver completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
arrivals terminal of the airport, will offer ...

Price: 55,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P1278

Bologna Airport Transfers : Bologna City to Bologna Airport BLQ in Luxury Van

Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
chauffeur completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
reception of the hotel, will offer to ...

Price: 55,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P1279

Bologna Airport Transfers : Bologna Airport BLQ to Bologna City in Luxury Car

Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
driver completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
arrivals terminal of the airport, will offer ...

Price: 82,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P1280
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Airport Transfers : Bologna City to Bologna Airport BLQ in Luxury Car

Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
chauffeur completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
reception of the hotel, will offer to ...

Price: 82,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P1281

Arrival Private Transfers: Bologna Airport BLQ to Bologna City in Business Car

Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
driver completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
arrivals terminal of the airport, will offer ...

Price: 46,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P1282

Departure Private Transfers: Bologna City to Bologna Airport BLQ in Business Car

Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
chauffeur completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
reception of the hotel, will offer to ...

Price: 46,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P1283

Arrival Private Transfers: Bologna Airport BLQ to Bologna City in Luxury Van

Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
driver completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
arrivals terminal of the airport, will offer ...

Price: 55,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P1284
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Departure Private Transfers: Bologna City to Bologna Airport BLQ in Luxury Van

Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
chauffeur completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
reception of the hotel, will offer to ...

Price: 55,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P1285

Bologna Departure Private Transfer to Milan Malpensa Airport MXP in Business Car

Bologna Airport Transfer Service aims to achieve the very highest possible standards
possible for all its passengers. Whether you?re stepping out of or you need to be
dropped off at Milan Malpensa Airport MXP after a holiday, our service will get you
there relaxed, recharged and ready with an ...

Price: 334,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P356

Bologna Departure Private Transfer to Milan Malpensa Airport MXP in Luxury Van

Bologna Airport Transfer Service aims to achieve the very highest possible standards
possible for all its passengers. Whether you?re stepping out of or you need to be
dropped off at Milan Malpensa Airport MXP after a holiday, our service will get you
there relaxed, recharged and ready with an ...

Price: 367,76 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=85439P357

Classic Bologna Food Tour

Accompanied by a local guide, delve into the culinary scene of the city by visiting
food markets, family shops and osterie. Sample local specialities like pasta with
Bolognese ragù, mortadella, Parmigiano Reggiano cheese and Aceto Balsamico of
Modena. Deepen your knowledge of Bologna culinary and ...

Price: 107,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=86113P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bolognese RagÃ¹ Live Cooking Class - Online

You don't have to be a Michelin chef to cook the perfect ragù. Follow our suggestions
to prepare the best ragù to share with your family and friends and bring a taste of
Bologna in your kitchen!You don't have to be a Michelin chef to cook the perfect
ragù. Follow our suggestions to prepare the best ...

Price: 25,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=86113P5

Private 3-hour Walking Tour of Bologna with private official tour guide

Bologna, the capital of the Reggio Emilia region, is one of the most historical cities in
whole Italy. It?s existence dates back to 1000 BC. The city hosts the first university in
the whole World.You will enjoy, with your private official tour guide, getting to know
the most emblematic and ...

Price: 222,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8647P335

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Ancona

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 690,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1859

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Arezzo

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 558,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1861
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Baggiovara

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 155,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1863

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Castelnovo ne' Monti

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 347,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1865

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Cattolica

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 422,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1867

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Cesena

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 310,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1869
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Cesenatico

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 340,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1871

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Chioggia

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 422,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1873

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Copparo

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 242,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1875

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Faenza

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 168,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1877
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Ferrara

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 168,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1879

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Fidenza

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 357,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1881

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Firenze

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 368,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1883

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Forli

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 242,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1885
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Forte dei Marmi

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 577,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1887

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Gaggio Montano

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 230,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1889

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Genova

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 1.038,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1891

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Greve in Chianti

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 398,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1893
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Imola

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 162,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1895

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to La Spezia

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 668,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1897

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Livorno

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 577,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1899

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Lucca

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 493,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1901
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Malpensa Airport

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 830,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1903

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Maranello

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 185,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1905

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Marina Romea

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 347,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1907

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Milano

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 667,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1910
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Milano Marittima

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 327,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1912

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Misano

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 408,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1914

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to MÃ³dena

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 162,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1916

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Mondolfo

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 567,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1918
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Parma

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 323,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1920

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Pisa

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 568,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1922

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Punta Marina

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 300,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1924

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to RÃ¡vena

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 262,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1926
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Reggio Emilia

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 245,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1928

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Riccione

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 397,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1931

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Rimini

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 375,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1933

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Roma

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 1.178,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1935
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to San Marino

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 417,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1937

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Sant'Agata Bolognese

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 110,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1939

Private Transfer from Sant'Agata Bolognese to Bologna (BLQ) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 110,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1940

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Sestola

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 262,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1941
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Siena

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 558,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1943

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Terriccio

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 608,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1945

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Torino

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 1.032,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1947

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Piazzale Roma

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 490,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1950
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Verona

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 462,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1952

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Vesale

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 243,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1954

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Vigarano Pieve

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1956

Private Transfer from Bologna (BLQ) Airport to Villanova di Castenaso

Take the worry out of your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Bologna (BLQ) Airport and ...

Price: 73,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P1959
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Private Transfer from Bologna to Rimini (RMI) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 420,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P2021

Private Transfer from Bologna Airport to Rimini (RMI) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 420,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P2024

Private Transfer from Bologna to Firenze (FLR) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 413,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P2460

Private Transfer from Bologna to Pisa (PSA) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 503,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P2943
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Bologna Private Transfer from Bologna Airport to City centre

Take the worry out of your arrival at Bologna Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on arrival, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your arrival at
Bologna Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 54,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P95

Bologna Private Transfer from Bologna city centre to Bologna Airport

Take the worry out for your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out for
your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 54,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8653P96

Bologna Like a Local: Customized Private Tour

Get to know the city through the eyes of a passionate local. With no set itinerary, you
can customize the tour or leave it up to the local for an insightful introduction to the
city. Make travel about the people you meet not just the places you see.Get to know
the city through the eyes of a ...

Price: 32,44 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=86919P9

Motor Valley Tour from Bologna

During this private Motor Valley day trip, visit three museums of these international
luxury motors: Ferrari, Lamborghini and Ducati. Enter the factory to see the
production line (Ducati) and enjoy the test drive of a Ferrari on the road (optional).
The tour includes a private vehicle pick-up at ...

Price: 535,14 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8733P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Ferrari Driving Experience on a Racetrack

If you?re feeling the need for speed in Bologna, look no further than this Ferrari test
drive. Sitting behind the wheel of a Ferrari F458 Challenge, you?ll open up the power
from the supercar?s V-8 engine to zip around the track for five laps. The car is an
enhanced racecar version and is not ...

Price: 1.210,26 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=8733P3

Private transfer from Bologna to Ljubljana

We value your comfort above everything else and make sure that our vehicles are
sparkly clean and in great technical condition. We?ll also be happy to offer you a
small range of soft drinks and free Wi-Fi.We value your comfort above everything
else and make sure that our vehicles are sparkly clean ...

Price: 486,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=88013P156

Bologna Private Walk Tour

Welcome the capital of Emilia-Romagna. A city less travelled, we will cover the most
important landmarks and buildings, stroll through the Piazza Maggiore onto the
Fountain of Neptune and discover why it is UNESCO?s ?City of Music?. Witness the
difference between the modern new city and the ...

Price: 184,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=88037P145

Historical Tour of Bologna

A mix of art masterpieces, history, food stories, legends and secrets described by a
local art lover with a great experience and knowledge of the city. The tour itself will
be like a dive into history and time. All information about art will be experienced by
the visitors as a trip enriched with ...

Price: 40,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=88062P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

A trip into the world of tastes of Appennines between Bologna and Florence

The perfect tour to get deep into the several features of our mountain Appennines:
history and art, natural beauties and moreover food, plenty of tastes and
combinations, able to bring onto the table the climate, the nature, and the knowhow
of this land.More in details, it is a tasting tour to ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=88062P2

Art tour of Ravenna from Bologna

Ravenna: a treasure of the Mediterranean: A hidden world of mosaics and
underground crypts, the absolute pearl of art of Emilia Romagna region.Several
populations estabilished on the sandy Adriatic coast. This endless territory of marsh,
wetlands, lagoons, swamps, despite being partially unhealthy, ...

Price: 110,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=88062P3

All the wonders of the Bologna hills

A walking tour dedicated to the secrets of the Bolognese hill. In the monasteries and
in the cenobies of the hill the communities of friars who hosted the pilgrims going to
the city met, the bishops many centuries later built their villas here, and the great
hydraulic projects to bring the fresh ...

Price: 90,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=88062P4

Bologna Private Walking Tour with Professional Guide

During this walking tour, you will get to see some of the most popular tourist
attractions of Bologna along with a local- professional guide who will be exclusively
with you.The walking tour would last for about two hours and can be customized
accordingly to your taste and preferences.The tour ...

Price: 284,60 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=89617P123
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Tours & Sightseeing Bologna

Discover Bologna an amazing city

The beauty of Bologna is not only that it's got (almost) everything that you expect of
a big city, but on a human scale, Bologna is not only the seat of the oldest Western
World University, founded in 1088, it also has an established reputation of capital of
gastronomy and a well preserved medieval ...

Price: 129,73 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=9977P6

Discover Ferrara, City of the Renaissance

Explore Ferrara on this private walking tour and discover its must-see
attractionsGuided walking tour led by a licensed private tour guideDiscover this
hidden Italian gem and the reason why Ferrara is called the first modern city in
EuropeFerrara has retained its urban fabric virtually intact, ...

Price: 111,49 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=791&id=9977P7
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